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A B S T R A C T

This review asks three questions: Is nutritional status open to
educational intervention? Is there evidence that particular educational
programs have affected nutritional status? And, has it been feasible to
organize large scale, long term nutrition education activities:

Part one of the monograph looks at the potential for education in
affecting breastfeeding among non-rural women, at improving calorie
consumption after weaning, and in changing treatment during diarrheal
episodes. Part two is an extended review of specific nutrition education
projects. Each project is presented as a response t, the major problems
nutrition education programs need to solve: reaching large and distant
a'4ie-ces, providing systematic, relevant an1 high quality education,
making sure that messages are reinforced through multiple channels,
complementing material inputs wherever possible, providing incentives for
clients and educators for continued participation, and financing
operations. Clinic outreach projects, advertising approaches, integrated
media/face-to-face programs, education as a complement to feeding
activities, social marketing programs and campaign approaches are all
examined.

The evidence for the potential of education is far from
definitive, although for important nutritional outcomes it is clear that
income does not account for all variation -- a result consistent with
investment in education. A number of educational programs using
face-to-face methods have had observable impact on nutr.tional status.
However organization and maintenance of such programs on a large scale has
not been accomplished and may prove difficult. Some recent mass
media-ba ied efforts show the ability to reach large audiences and teach new
be).avi.rs and show some promise (although not unequivocal evidence) of
affecting nutritional status. The most effective programs integrate
broadcasts withi data-based content development, continuing field contact,
and some incorporation of the health infrastructure.

Prepared by: Robert C. Hornik
Annenberg School of Communication
University of Pennsylvania

..'repared for the use of the World Bank
April 1984
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INTIODUCTION

Malnourishment is widespread. According to the World Bank (1980),

several hundred mlllion people suffer frcm protein-energy malnutrition;

hundreds of millions more suffer from the lack of certain

micro-nutrients: -- iron, iodine and vitamin A, for example. The

human cost, in early death, in physical and possibly mental

retard&e.._on, in debil!tating illness, and in low energy levels

affecting productivity, is awesome. The effects of malnutrition seem

to be particularly evident among very young children.

Many sources detail both the nature and the consequences Of this

malnutrition problem, and examine alternative policy options for

alleviatir.i it (ct. Berg, 1981; Reutlinger and Selowsky, 1976; World

3ank, 1980; USAID, 1977). Many or those options focus on actions

taken in the agricultural sector or in other programs to increase

individual incomes. Some involve investments in community

infrastructure (wat4r supply or electrity) or health systems. Others

are direct interventions in nutrition: food price iubsidization,

supplementary feeding programs, and development of

nutritionally-improved or fortified foods. On most lists of potential

policy options (altbough sometimes well down on those lists) one can

also find mention of nutrition education as a promising strategy for



combatting mGlnutrition. Th-. -'ition-education option is the focus

or this monograph. (1?

The central queations here are straightforward: Under what

circumstances is there a role for nutrition education? In what

content/behavior areas, with what educational methods, and for which

populations is there evidence that education is an affordable,

logistically feasible and effective intervention? Is it possible that

nutrition education can stand on its own or is it exclusively valuable

as a component of a comprehensive nutrition intervention?

To answer these questions we need to make three sequential conclusions:

1) We need to show that the:'e is potential for nutrition education.

We must show either a) that currently available resources at the

household 16vel are not producing optimal nutritional benefit --

that is if people made better use of their current income they would

be better fed, or b) that concurrent or coming changes in the

environment (including non-educational nutrition interventions)

cou.d allow better nutritional status if people knew how to adapt to

those changes. If a) can be established it would be consistenu with

a stand a.one nutrition education program. If only b) can be

establishea, then only nutrition education programs introduced in

the context of naturally occurring or planned complementary changes

can be Justified. If neither a) nor b) can be establisbed. in a

particular context then nutrition education holds no potantial.
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2) We need to show that educational interventions can bring about

desired change in behavior and nutr't,loual status. Establishing

that there exist materially feasible changes3in behavior which are

nutritionally beneficial is not the same as saying that a particular

educational intervention can effect those changes. We need to show

that educational interventions have r-esulted in improved nutritional

status.

3) Finally, we need to show tLat effective education can be real±ied

on a scale that will allow a largc amber of people to benefit.

This is the most difficult to establish of the three necessary

conditions. The inverse relation between effectiveness and scale,

and ways to addres3 that dilemma will be a major theme.

In each of the next sections evidence concerning *.hese necessary

concasions will be presented. Before turning to the first, a brief

statement about what will no be done is i order. Essentially for

reasons of space, discussion is limited to educational activity which

'?roduces nutriti'.:i.Al benefits directly.

No programs are considered which try to sensitize policy-makers in

other sectors as to the nutritional consequences of their decisions

even though the nutritional consequences of a decision, for example, to

lower the subsidy on fertilizer may be huge. This represents no

judgement as to the comparative efficacy of such indirect versus direct

programs -- or any conclusion as to whether those most concerned with

nutritional outcomes might have better results were they to put their

3



energies into the indirect path. It is merely a reeoop'tion that only

so mueb ground can be covered in a single presentation.

There is no di-scussion of the effects Of schooling on nutritional

status either. Quite reasonable arguments are made that the

intellectual skills one learns thrc1 4h formal achooling or adult

education affect the ability to take the most nutritional advantage of

available resources (Van der Vynckt, 1983). Behrman and Wolfe (1984)

present evidence that in s3me contexts a woman's schoOling is more

important than family income in predicting dietary adequacy. This is

an issue of substantial importance but beyond the nutrition education

focus of this monograph.

On practical grounds, there is no attempt to address the syriad issues

associated with the implementation of particular strategies. Our

concern is with the tppropriateness and general approach of investments

in nutrition education. For the next level of plannirg - once the

basic committment to nutrition education and a particular strategy are

made- reference to other sources (e.g. Griffiths, 1981; Jenkins,

1983; Smith, 1980; Zeitlin and Formacion, 1981; Sweeney, 1982) would

be appropriate.

4



PART ONE: ON THE POTENTIAL FOR NUTRITION EDUCATION

The World Bank puts it bluntly, "Malnutrition is largely a reflection

of poverty: people do not have enough income for food." (World Bank,

1980, p. 59) Malnutrition is not a matter of a shortfall in aggregate

agricultural production. Global food resources would be more than

enough to feed the world's populatlon; indeed, in many nitions where

protein-energy malnutrition ir common, there is enough food to feed

everyone. Rather, malnutrition seems li-gely to be a problem of

equity; some people have incomes too small to purchase the food they

require. This shortfall exists although individuals are spencilrg a

very high proportion of their income on food - 80% or more among the

poorest 50% of the population in InL,nesia, for example (World Bank,

1980).

It is no surprise, then, that most sources turn outside the

narrowly-defined nutrition sector when sugge3ting solutions to

malnutrition.

Boosting food production (especially food that poorz people
eat and grow) mnd raising the incomes of the poor are the two
ceatv-al requiremets n1 Most, countries (World Bank, 1980,
p. 62)
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A commentatcr woOlld be foolish to deny the essential primacy of the

income-malnutrition link, or its implications concerning the need for

equitable distribution of available food if adequate minimum

nourishment is to be enjoyed by all of a society's members. The next

question becomes, "is there anything left over not determined by

income? 3 Is there nutritional inefficiency in tho use of avail&ble

resources? TL%t 1s the key to potential for nutrition education.

Nutrition education is t"a1 attempt to enable consumers tc use available

resourcer optimally to reach valued ends. If current resources are

already being used optimally, then nutrition education has no role.

But knowing whether resources are being used optimally is no easy task.

Optimaiity depends on one's weighting of dasired ends. An individual

may value the survival and growtn of children at weaning age and also

the ability of adults to work without energy deficits. In some

families optimizing one end may be done only at the cost of the other.

Valued enas may include the desire to conform to community norms,

peesonal convenience, avoidance ot economic risk, acceptpnce of

religiv1s strictures, and so on. An arE7. ent that a particular

practice is not optimal and thus is subject to nutrition education is

as much a value statement as a technical statement. It is a

declaration about what end(s) should be sought as well as whether

current resources are being used efficiently in achieving it (them).

The issue is further complicated by consideration of whose ends -- the

benericiaries' for themselves or the educators' for the beneficiaries

6



- wre to be chosen. Following this logic, we offer two categorie3 0t

non-optimality before we turn to the evidence for the optimality of

particular nutrition-related behaviors.

1) When current resources can be uqed mQre efficientlv in obtainink

v,_d9Ajrftd end wltho Dy cost in terms of er dealred ends, This

is the easy case when nutrition educatiLn need only concern itself

with providing information. If on, can imagine a situation in which

mothers were choosing to bottle feed rather than breastfeed because

they believed bot'tes were nutritionally superior, it would provide

the logical possibility ror changed behavior as the result of a

cnange in what mothers knew.

2) yiln twg desired ends are In conflict. and the nutrition educator

believes that one oUgjht to be valued over the other. A mother may be

aware that bottles are less nutritionally valuabie than the breast,

but chooses the bottle for her infant because her 'modern' social

network expects her to. Nutrition education in this context become:

an attempt at persuas-fn - to convince mothers to value one end

over another.

A closely related circumstance is when a partidular end is not

currently valued by someone, but the nutrition educator believes it

ought to oe valued. Parents may not value weight-for-age growth as

a definition of adequate nourishment. The nutrition educator who

believes it ought tc be so valued needs to persuade parents to

accept that criterion before teaching behaviors to optimize it.

7



It will be relatively easy to find situations where current behavior il

not opti 3l if outsiders are peruitted to choose which ends are-to be

sought (Category 2). It is harder to locate non-optimal behavior given

that one accepta the existing values of the audience (Category 1). The

probability of finding exemplars of both these cases is greatly

increased at tiscs Of substantial environmental change.

Evidence about educational potential comes from four sources -- logical

argument, expert testimony, empirical studies of dietary behavior, and

studies or the effects Of educational interventions. We first look at

evidence about the potential :or nutrition education at the houzehold

level ana then turn to evidenca about the potential for affecting

within-household nutrition.

Educational Potential at the Aggregate Household Level

The conventioral w±sdom is that malnutrition at the a6 eg. e household

level is, for all practical purposes, defined by income. Knudsen and

Scandizzo (1979) set the correlation between income and energy

consumption per capita at about .95, based on their reading of data

from six country consumption surveys (from Bangladesh, India, Morocco,

Sri Lanka, Pakistan and Indoneala) using the household as the reporting

unit. Their results say that, among the poores 3 e in thL too-est

countries, for each addit'onal 10% of income there is a 7.5 - 8.5%

increase in energy 'r.._e. These results leave little lattitude. for

education in improving general household nutrition. (2)
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However soMe counterarguments may be worth noting. First there is a

residual argument that, energy aside, soze nutrients ACS missing from

typical diets, and not because Of cost considerations. -For example,

Vitamin A deficienc4 is common -- 50% of developing country children

are said to suffer frce it (Wornld Bank, 1980) - and some would argue

that it is reaediable throurh addition of small quantities of locally

available foodstuffs or from the producta of sall home gardens.

Second, at a certain level of income some families consume more

calories and are better nourished than others. While

intra-income-level variation in energy ccnsumption will not be enough

to resolve the nutritional deficits Of substantially impc,s,_.sbed

families, household3 at the poverty. lir,e may s3hw important variation

ir dietary adequacy. Then even a high correlation between income and

energy consumption does not deny all potential role for nutrition

eaucation.

r related argument would be that the general income/energy correlation

way bide pockets of Don-optimal consumption. Nes urban migrants, or

reruCees? or others may find themselves required to make radical

changes in dietary behavior; practices which previously took maximum

advantage of available income may no longer be appropriate given

changes in income, in househcld structure or in employment pattern.

Similarly, the sudden availability new foods or of chanred prices

for available fGc4s may dictate changes in dietary behavior if maximum

bencrit is to be derived from availajile income.

9



A third argument would be that calories purehased are not equivalent to

calories utilized for nourishment. Food preparation anm itorage may

have important effects on nutritional benefits, both because nutritive

value may be directly affected and because the gastrointestinal

illnesses associaced with inadequate preparation and storage may affect

utilization of available calories. Again a potential educational role

may remain.

While each if these arguments suggests possible roles for t:utrition

education, they do not necessarily describe targets for nutrition

-education of the same magnitude as those which are addressed in the

next section. Each argument refers to a special circumstance. They

justify particular directed educational efforts if evidence shows that

for a particular group the generally high correlation between income

and nutritional status does not hold.

Educational Potential Within the Household

If conventional wisdom is skeptical about the potential for education

affecting aggregate houaehold con3umption, it il rather more

enthusiastic concerning intra-household consuMption. In Berg's view,

"Sometimes .. malnutrition occurs simply because food habits a-e

inappropriate... It is not uncommon, for example, to find children

suffering from malnutrition in households in which incomes and food are

adequate. Even among the poor, much childhood malnaiirition could

apparently be avoided." (0381, p. 26) Zeitlin and Fo-macion take a

10



similar position, *A major proportion of this malnutrition <at weaning

age> has been shown to be caused by ignorance, incorrect food and

health beliers, and resultant poor feeding and bealth practices, rather

than lack or basic food resources." (1951, p. 4)

Evidence for the proposition that malnutrition is not entirely

determinea by incomes come from a variety of sources. Perhaps most

commonly presented are descriptive studies of existing practices which

implicitly or explicitly are viewed by their investigators as

dysfunctional.

The largest volume of these are anthropological studies of dietary

behaviors of given cultural groups, often based on intensive

ob3ervation of a relatively small sample of people. Many such studies

are summarized ana referenced in the Maternal and Infant Nutrition

Reviews prepared by the staff at the International Nutrition

Communication Service and now available for Egypt, Lesotho, Liberia,

Morocco, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, TaTzan.a, Thailand, Tunisia, and

Zaire (INCS, n.d.) These are very useful for exploring both specific

practices within a given cult-re, and s- juggesting belief zy.stems

which may underlie those practices. However s'1ch studies do not

provide a strong estinr1 .e of how widespread a particular practice or

belier is in a given country. Such studies Moy suggest a greater

universality of practices and explanations for practices than is in

fact the case.



To obtain evidence about the extent of a given practice, one must tuin

to nutrition surveys which ask for (but often do not further validate)

self-reports Of current Deliefs and practices. One recsnt survey done

for CARE and reported by Vemury (1981) questioned randomly selecced

samples of rural mothers in six countries (Bangladesh, Colombia,

Guaremaia, Jordar, Peru and Tunisia.) Table I reports relevant

practice data vis a vis several relevant themes from Vemury. We make

use of specific data from this table in subsequent discussions.

These data (and the maDy smaller descriptive studies not summarized) do

suggest that many apparently dysfunctional practices are widespread

although some are less common than has been suggested. If credible,

these data represent one step toward an argument in favor of

educational solution3, but in no sense are they a final step. As has

already been suggested, failure to act according to optimal

recommendations of outsiders may not reflect lack of knowled5ge, but a

conrlict between insider and outsider values.

For each of the themes custoarily addressed by nutrition educators it

would be-possible (and essential if one were developing an education

campai6..: to asic how current behavior is best explained. Does the

source of the behavior lie in lack of knowledge, preference for

optimization of another value, or disinterest in maximizing a

particular value? T3 the outsider preferred behavior simply not

feasible on economic grounds?

12



TABLE ONE

Self-reported Nutritifn Behavior -- Vemury Sig Country Survey

Peru Colombia Guatemala Tunisia Jordan Bangladesh

J ssq.e

Feeding Preference- 2
Husband 57. 52.6 45.5 73. . 27.0 64.0

Child und,r 6 4.3 9 S 25 3 7 9 9 2. 4

Not Reported 4. 2 27.7 48 3 12. 1 40. 1 5 3

Other 34.2 11.5 5. 7 11. 2 34.0 2893

Harmful Foods -

Larges.. X naming
any one food. 11. 0 4. 0 12.0

fo -- No food mentioned as harmful by more than 2X of the sample)

Diet of Nursing-Women
% Who Report Eating.

Mor* than normal 49 2 62. 5 53. 5 72.0 56. 9 75. 1

Normal 49 5 34 5 39. 3 22. 4 J9. 5 20.4

Less than normal 1 1 2. 4 3. 5 4. 2 2. 6 1. 7

Initiat4on cf Br*ast~
feeding.

.7 Giving pre-
lacteal feed 43 5 73.4 86.9 58 3 97.2 95.5

X Giving breast
immediately 35 9 21 9 48.5 0.0 0.0 4.9

If'not immediately
mean hours to

initiation. 25 7 34 0 16.4 46.6 62.2 62.1

X. Who breastf*ed 98. 7 98. 0 99. 2 95. 1 96.8 99. 9

Mean months of
breastfeeding 16.8 14.0 13.0 21. 5 16.4 27. 3

Treatment of Illness
% Wh-.

Withdraw breast if -

child is 111 47 6 41 3 40.0 41.8 34. 7 60 5

Purge during
diarrhea 11 6 8. 3 16. 3 21 3 4 9 1

Purge at unspe-
ciflod times --

poSSlbly durlmg
diarrhea. 0 0 64.7 36. 1 81. 1 21.7 27 3

Feeding Children
X Whc.

Introduce foods

before 6 mont1s 72.9 81 5 63.7 43.9 66.3 !9 4

(N) (841) (853) (520) (471) (507) (910)



In this presentation we will not examine these issues intensively for

every potential nutritional theme. Instead ue treat Just three

problems, and try to look at the state or knowledge concerning the

explanations for each practice. We look at brea3tfeeding among

non-rural women (among rural women it is hot so great a concern), the

feecing of sufficient calorie.s to children at weaning age, and

treatment of children during diarrhea.

Parailel analysis could have been undertaken for other behavior domains

often chosen by nutrition educators: supplementation of diets Of

pregnant and lactating women, productio.a and use of vitamin A and

protein sources and improved sanitation, among others.

Breastreecini arong non-rural women. Survey after survey reports that

when asked why breastfeeding was never instituted or not continued for

very long, women reply that they bad winsufficient mllk". Since

physiological inability is rarely found, most investigators find that

answer less than full and seek explanations elsewhere. The hypotheses

are many:

Ignorance explanations -- wom'on do not understand the relative

advantages of brea.% ovao- bottle.

Medical system explanations -- hospitals interfere with the

development of the sucking reflex by rigid and dysfunctional nursery

14



practices; medical profes&ionals work hand-in-hand with infant

formula salespeople.

Marketing system explanations -- women have learned to denigrate

breastreeding as non-modern as the result of advertising campaigns or

other social cozamunication processes.

Economic explanations -- women are working out of the home in larger

numbers; they are so malnourished themselves that they cannot

support their infants.

Social psychological explanations -- urban stress interferes with the

letoowiz reflex; the lack of an extended family eliminates crucial

social support and advice.

True prererence explanations - women prefer bottle feeding for

reasons of convenience (others can share bottle feeding

responsibilities), modesty (city life may be less accepting of public

breastreecing than rural life), fear of loss of attractiveness, or

%z3ire to satlify group norms.

Only some of these explanations are consistent with the data now

available, however. For example, surveys consistently find that women

know that breastzeeding is better than bottlefeeding. While the true

degree or advantage may not be universally understood simple messages

about comparative advantage, based on the assumption of ignorance in

this area, are not likely to promise much change. Similarly,

15



elimination or pictures of healthy babies from the labels of evapora:ed

mil cans (as pernicious as those are symbolically) is not likely to

hav', much effect on duration of brea3tfeeding.

More complex misinformation may still be common. It may be many

mothers are in doubt about the quality of their milk and believe that

some combination or breast and bottle is ideal. Premature

supplementation may, in turn, affect the mother's milk supply and

proauce the common and then accurate survey explanation for the end of

breast fee1ing, ninsufficient milk." (Sanghvi, 1983; Valdivia, 1983).

Existing data are somewhat ambivalent about the role of hospital

practices t e.g. separation of newborn and mother, provision of

pre±acteal feeds, delay in initiation of breastfeeding). Winikoff and

Baer (1980) c:te dozens of studies (but only a few in developing

countries) which demonstrate that changes in these hospital practices

leac to changes in breastfeeding practice. The Jelliffes (1982) report

that rooming-in, as part of the Brazilian National Breast Feeding

promotion campaigns, produced higher rates of breastfeeding, at least

at the time mothers left the hospital. However it may be diffTcuhlt"to

know whether these improvements reflect only the physiological effects

of hos9itai practice. It may be that psychologicai support by hospital

staff for breastreeding easily read by mothers from changed practice is

also important. In opposition to the purely physiological explanation,

it appears that acong rural women in Vemury's surveys, quite long

periods typically elapse before breastfeeding is instituted (from 16

-60 hours) and infants are customarily given some pre-lacteal feed

16



(often sugar water) before being put to the breast. 'While these

practices seem to be even more extreme than those common in hospitals,

breastreeding is successfully introduced and maintained amcA5 these

rural women for many months. In fact the Je'lliffes also note that in

Brazil the "common length of breastfeeding in urban areas appears to be

about sixteen days3 (p. 22), which suggests that for most urban women

the end or breastfeeding comes well after leaving the hospital.

Hospita± Practice thus may contribute to breastteeding failure. It may

make the first steps to establishing suckling and the mother's milk

supply more difficult. When the mother is then turned out into an

environment which does not make breastfeeding easy, the shift to

supplemental ana then exclusive bottlefeeding may occur more readily.

However the improver:ent of hospital practice in isolation may not

proauce a great addition to the number or women breastfeeding for long

periods of time.

Attauks on 'he infant formula marketing in'X stry are widespread and a

major concern or international conferences. There can be no doubt that

particular saies practices work against the best interests Of mothers

anc their children, and that much of formula advertising is morally

offensive. What is unclear it how major a force such advertising is in

desertion or breastzeeding. Some recent evidence suggests 3kepticism.

There is the curious report from the Soviet Union, where stich marketing

is non-existent but breastfeeding declines steadily (Wall street

Journal, 1983).

17



There is the lack or reports of any substantial halt in breastfeeding

decline in some countries where direct marketing activittes have been

substantially restricted. Ther' is the already mentirned fact that

women do not appear to justify the use Of Iormula on the grounds thr-t

it is as gooa for the babies as breastmilk, but rather on the grounds

that they haa "insufficient milk". None of these are consistent with a

claim that formula advertising is a major cause of breastfeeding

decline. In any cae as the result of the passage of the WHO code,

direct advertising of formula- to mothers seems to be a thing of the

past in at least soce countries (Post, 1983). Indirect marketing

through health proressionals and point-of-sale displays remains common,

although Nestle Company, the world's largest formula marketer, haa

agreed to modify these practices in early 1984.

What is no doubt true -- even tautological -- is the tact that

availability of infant formula affects the probability of its use, and

that a strategy of restricting formula availability would reduce its

use. However wnether such restrictions would encourage breastfeeding

or re.iance on even less useful products, such Zz evaporated milk or

cows' milk, is less oDvious.

Another hypothesis -- that breastfeeding decline is the result of

women's increasing work roles - is not consistent with existing

findings. Only a very small percentage of women across a large number

of studies reported that work demands explained early weaning (Van

Esterik and Greiner, 1981).
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A substantial theme of current analysis relates the reports of

insufficient milk to a victory ol urban stress and social dislocation

over maternal self-confidence. This explanation is consistent with the

sharp urban/rural differences in brea3tfeeding practice, and with the

physiologically unlikely, but widely claimed milk insufficiency.

According to the Jelliffe.s this assumption underlies the Brazilian

breastreeding campaign, and Justifies information campaigns directed

both towares mothers- directly and towards health, professionals ao that

they are oetter able to cope with isolated mothers' psychological and

information needs.

An alternate view is also consistent with the data, if somewhat less

promising for advocates of breastfeeding. It falls in the catagory of

true prererence explanations. This view coesn't explain breastfeeding

behavior in terms of the confidenoe levels Of individual mothers or

their speci'c knowledge about how t- resolve problems wbich arise.

Focussing on individual mothers and their success or failure could be

misleaainS; it may be the case that, within a social network, certaio

expectations for behavior are generated, perhaps based on what is

typtcal in that group, perhaps on other forces. Those expectations may

be communicated clearly to all who hold that network as reference group

-- particularly with regard to behavior which bears on the interaction

of that network. If, for whatever reavn, urban groups tend to

disapprove of lengthy breastfeed±ng, indivldual mothers can contravene

those expectations only at some cost. This hypothesis suggests that

the prooability of a woman's breastfeeding is best predicted by the

breastreeding' behavior of her five best friends.
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Evidence in Support or this view comes moat sharply frOc the comparison

of more and less developed country experienee in the past decades.

Sanghvi (1983) makes the point clearly,

At least some of the impetus and confidence among health
professionals and policymakers in LDCs to take up the
breastzeecing cause coaes from tti3 exampl6. With no
noticeablt mitigation in urban stress, change in family
3uppo,-t and networks, or changes in trends toward women
working outside the hose, and increasing budgets for formula
marketing and advertising breastfeeding rates have increased
and increased rapidly.

The implications of a group expectation explanation vis a vis-an

individual conridence and technical skill explanation for the viability

of a nutrition education strategy are only somewhat clear. If norms

rather than lack of skills are at the heart of the issue then an

emphasis on skills transmission is not likely to produce a major

increase in breastfeediag. Similarly, campaigns based on the

assumption that non-brea3tfeeding mothers 'really' want to breastfeed,

but lack the conrfidence may only have limited success. Their

prezerences may in fact be consistent with their beha7ior.

With regard to what should be done if group norma are predominant, two

paths may be productive. From one perspective, the change of group

norms is viewed as a long term problem,.not likely to be affected by

the thirteen-week, multi-chanr-1l extravaganza, but more, appropriately

the subject of a much longer program of persuasive communication.

Breastveeaing must become the expected and institutionally supported

behavior over the long term, with an understanding that the speed of

change :.n rates of breastfeeding will be only gradual. A second
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posaible path is a campaign designed to make breastfaeding exempt from

the influence of a social network. It may be that more latituds for

individual choice is allowad in some types of bejiaviors than in ntheri

For example, for urban, modern-aspiring women, any behavior requu. red

the modarn medical system might be exempt from social sanction. "Tte

doctors say I have to,' may Justify otherwise unacceptable behavior.

This might suggest that a campaign dedicated to making breastfeeding a

medically prescribed behavior may permit individual women to choose it.

Eventually such changes ln individual behavior may reshape social

norms.

Obviously, MUCh Of this is only sp.ulation, and should be perceived as

such. These several explanations may be worthy of further discussion

and empirical test. However, what should be recognized is that the

model of explanation for breastfeeding decline that one accepts has

proround implications for what, if any, strategy for nutrition

ed'acation one adopts.

Calorie consumption after weanng. There is no question that failure

to breastzeec is a majo- nutritional problem. Its only redeem±ng--

characteristic as a nutritlotal problem is that it ;-nds to skip the

very poorest in most countr,ies and, becaus3a it is nit found among the.

poorest, children have some chance to struggle back from bottle-caused

maLnutrition. No such redeeming characteristic can be found for :what

is proDably the largest problem of malnutrition -- failure to obtain an

adequate diet among children from six months to four or five years.

Moderate to severe malnutrition among these children is found in most
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developing countries. The MIR reports suggest that the proportion of

six-to-sixty month old children who reach less then 75% weight for age

on the Gomez classification varies frcu 35% to 50%. (INCS, n.d.) The

question is: how such of that is remediable given the resources within

households?

Affettr.g this malnutritUon involvQs three activities: recognizing its

presence, knowing now to eoobat it, and being able to taL-~, the r^ulrod

action. The first two ar' subjet to nutrition education; the third

places a limit on bow much ch2ange is possible. There is, however, good

reason to believe that a fair amount of change c take place before'

that limit is reached. A wide range of explanations for this type of

ma lnutriticn have been proposed. We list each and then describe them.

in detail, :noting their inplicaticns for educational interventions.

Explanations include:

-intra-family fooa di3trIbution trades future growth of children

for cerrent energy needs of income-earners.

-Population control results of cbilohcod malnutrition are

functional. Reward to intellectual benefits of adequate

nutrition are minimal.

-Decline in extended breast: eedirlb.

-Failure to recognize nalnutr.1 tion.
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-. ack of knowledge as Wc bow to prepare nourishing fooda fros

available aourcet,

-Renewed pregnancy nd lack of time/energy to prepare special

fooda for veaned ihi2Ad.

-Hlgh infectiCr rates and consequent reduced appetites and poor

abuorption of available nutrienta.

Often it is .-'ggea:tr that tke in:ome-earning household members are

giYen fl±rst prererence at ea .ing tice. If there is .meat or aziother

Canse protein/ anorgy source the inc=me-earuers are said to eat ';heir

tIll with only residual portions ieft to others. Weaning-age cilr'ren

are given no prererence at all. Certainly tne VaMury survey data

reported in Table I are consirtent with that conclusion. In Peru,

Colombia, Tunisia ana Bangladesh, more than half of the houzebold

respondents reported giving first preference to the husband, and almost

no one -eported giviig the most valued porticn of the meal to the

weaning-age child.

One obvious inference from such a result is that 'rItra-family food

distribution 'o±lcws a reasonable econoic logic. Begardless of the

long-term con:;equences for the health and produActivity of the

w2aning-age child, the snort-term consequences of derriving the

intoae-earner of energy required to earn that income nay be extreme.

As obvious an in.erenc-e as that may be, tt turns out 3ct to be

consistent with the data.
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If a conscious trade-off of current income-carner calories agalnst

future child growth is being aade, several other 3tatements should be-

po0sible. For familie3 whc3e total energy ave1lability exceeds

household requirements, there should be ade,uate feeding of weaning age

children. Also, in energy-deficient families, undorfeeding of children

ought to occur at all ages up to the point when a child'a ability to

earn exceeca the marginal cost Of providing the child with the

adcitlonal calories necessary to pert,t the extra work activity. As

noted by Zeftiin and Formacion, the findings of the Tamil Nadu

Nutrition Study (Cantor and Associater, 1973) directly contradict both

of those statements.

Figure I duplicates the crucial table from that study. It indicates

that at one year of age, on the average, all children are ill-fed.

Evern those children from families with surplus calories available

receive iess than 80% of their energy requirements. Indeed, only ax -g

those famii.les with less than 70C of total necessary calories availao.Le

to thLem, is there any apparent equity of food distribution within the

family, the equity of borderline starvation. IX alsc, appears that the

rejative inequity disappears quite rapidly by the time a child is-

three, long before economic productivit;y can provtde an explanation for

the larger share being obtained.

The Tamil Nadu data make it clear that income alone does not explain

the malnutrition of weaning-age children. While for the poorest of the

poor, children and adults fare equally (and poorly), among the

relatively better off families dangerous and now inequitable feeding
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FIGURE 1 .Percentage of Individual Calorie Needs Fufl;t',Ied. by Age, for Five Levels of Fanily Calorie Adequacy.
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practices-for these children persiat.

This evidence presents a strange result. A clearly dy3functional

practice (if child survival 9nd productivity are the desired enas) is

maincainea without appearing to produce immediate countervailing

advyintage witb regard to the intuitively obvious alternative end,

energy supply of the incoae earner. it suggests that this practice

represents poor cultural adaptation -- people failing to obtain all

that they can from meagre resources. It promises then a wide-open

field for nutrition educ2tion. Yet such a conclusion can be accepted

only reLuctantly. Too many 'irrational' practices in other fields have

turnec out to be senslble adaptations to prevailing economic

circumstances. In particular, it would be strange to find 3uah an

'irrational" practice common across so mar.y cultures. And, in fact, a

number of scholars have su3gested that this pattern of feeding has had

results which, while painful, have been functional over the long run

for societal survival.

Cantor Associates (1973) quotes Klein and his colleagues, 'In over

simplifiod terms, death of pro-school children due to malnutritio-n is

dl fact the most widely used method of population control"i (p. 34).

Nutrilion policy-planning documents (cf. Knudsen, 1981) customarily

make formal consideration of population growth etfects part of any

calculation of the consequences of a nt;rition intervention. Current

practices have undeniable results, and the explanation of practices in

terms of their results h!as a strong tradition in functional theories Of

anthropology and sociology. ScrimshaW states the position most clearly
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w"en ane sa88,

When a certaL-m level of infant mortality is 'expected, or
when a child it unwaan3d, there may be underinvestment in
scme children that is manVU0sted in their care, their
feecing, and the response to their illnesses (1978).

Indirect a4pport for this po&ition may come from Balderston et al's

(1981) examination or tbe data from the INCAP protein supplement

experiment in Guateaala and from the economic analyses Cf Selowsky

(1981) and Knudsen (1981). They suggest tbat some positive benefits of

adequate nourishment have been realized only recently. Historically

those benerits may not have counterbalanced population'ccntrol results.

The supporting logic follows.

All of these sources argue that the economic benefit of improved

intellectual abilitiajo possibly associated with better feeding of

pre-senool children is dependent on obtaining complementary formal

education. In an earlier period of no formal schocling (nor

cpporturnity to make Us6 ^e txhe skills that formal education provided),

the economic benerit to better nourished children may not have' been

very large.

The recent work of Lockheed et al (1980) ext,ind3 this hypothesis. They

found large increases in agricultural productivity associated with

additional education but only in rapidly o' aring agricultural

environments. In static emvironments, bet' and less well educated

farmers fared equally. by analogy, if ii i earlier period static

agriculture was the norm, the :cturn to enhanced intellectual
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capacities assocoated with better nourishment may bave been minimal.

f so the economic benefits of improved nutrition may not have

counterbalaneed the population control results. (3)

Nonetheless, even were these explanations (population control and lack

of reward for intellectual capacity) credible in defining the

historical orlgina Of current practice, they may no longer be useful in

some places as explanations for the continuation of ^u-rent practica.

Materialist origins or a practwee may disappear, but the residual

practice may be maintained. As the environment changes,. if it does,

and appears to reward intellectual skills and provides alternative

paths to population control, the rebidual behavior legitimately may be

seen as matadapted. Perhaps the best evidenoo that current behavior is

.n well adapted comes from the studies which show that the dangerous

feeuing practices outlined in Table I are, in fact, subject to

modification 'hrough educational intervention. There are several

stu6ies which show declines in malnutrition as the result of

educational interventions alone -- a result simply inconsistent with a

hypothesis thct current practice is well adapted. We examine those

studies in Part 'I of this review.

However if these material explanations for current behavior are

inadequate, it is necessary to turn to alternative explanations. Some,

but not all of these alternative explanations wil suggesW some

potentiai roles for nutrition education.
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Given the current decline ia breastreeding, might it be that a

significant portion of weening time malnutrition is the result of the

failu.e to replace breastmilk with equivalent foods? This 8i simply

not consistent with the data. Most malnutrition occurs aftsr six

months, and at that time is more rather than less likely to be found

among children who still depend on breastmilk. One of the major

problems associated with post~-six-month malnutrition is the failure to

supplement breastmilk with solid foods, and not the fallure to maintain

breastr eeding.

There are other possible explanations for the underfeeding of children.

It appears that to soce degree parents cannot recognize malnutrition,

particularly when it involves weight-for-age. In Zaire 10% of a sample

of mothers reported their children oalnourished whereas 32 to 47%

actually were malnourished (INCS:Zaire, n.d.). Zeitlin and Formacion

describe a s,milar finding in the Philippines, where nearly 3/5 of the

mothers ot children suffering secead- and third-degree malnutrition

thought "their babies were growing and developing well" (p. 69). Th'.s

is not a surprisinm finding, given Zeitlin and Formacion's conclusion,

"the average malnourishea child in the six- to twenty-four- month-age-

range cannot be identified without a weighing scale" (p. 68). If

malnourishment is as widespread as the statistics suggest, the

commonness of low weight-for-age is likely to lead parents to the

conclusion that their children are at the norm.

It is possible that some portion of the failure to recognize

malnutrition is in fact an unwillingness to admit, publicly, that one's
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child I' :alnouri5hea, especially if it ia the caie that resources are

unavailabl'i to do anythivg to remedy the problem. However, for the

moment it will be reasonable to asaume that recognition of malnutrition

is not something that is currently accompliahed. Children between 60

and 75% weight-for-age maxe up the bulk of seriously malnourished

populations, and tUcy may zimply escape notice, despite the significant

probability of long term effects on productivity (cf. Selowsky: 1981,

Knudson: 1981) and on health and susceptibility to disease (Ro3enberg,

1976 as quoted in Baiderston et al, 1981, Berg, 1981).

It may be that whatever the origin of poor feeding of weaning age

children, a major block to current improvement of their nutritlonal

status is lack of knowledge about how to prepare appropriate foods.

Nutritionally adequate adult foods may be seen as too harsh for weaning

foocs and thus are withheld, but customarily used paps may lack

nutritional quality - particularly enrirgy density. Methods of making

paps nutritionally adequate or adult toods more digestible may be

unxnown. However failure to to prepare special foods may not be thre

result ot- inaaequate knowledge 3lone -- a point incorporated in an

explanation for ma±nutrition offered cy Gretel Pelto (1983).

She notes that the six-to-twelve month post-bJ-th period c,'ncident

with mucn mainouri3hment is often a time of renewed pregnancy with its

sometimes debilitating side effects for a mother. Obviously this is a

less than .iQeal moment for an ±nfant to be demanding more of a mother's

time by beginrang te require specially prepared food in addition to the

breast.
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Anotl'er major explanation for considerable malnutrition among 6-24

month old c"ildren may not turn on underfeeding at all (cf. Chen and

Scrimshaw, ted.' 1983). Six months is the age of the onset of greater

mobility and at least partial weaning ot the infant from the breast.

It is a time of extraordinary Increase In exposure to infection. The

large number of diarrheal episodes and other infections are accompanied

by loss of appetite and other stress which may contribute to growth

retardation. Replacing the protein and energy lost through the

diarrhea, through the accompanying loss of absorptive capacity and

anorexia, and stre3a-related protein loss means that the actual protein

ana energy requirements for small children will be much greater than

FAO (1974) requirements. In evaluating a recent study in Indonesia,

Zeitlin (1984) followed the recommendation of N. Scrimshaw and

estimated that 6-24 month old chiliren require 50% additional protein,

and infants 0-6 months old require 30% additional protein above the FAO

estimates in order to counteract the teCt' Of infection. The

transfer or energy and proteln resources from the rest of the family in

order to satisfy the growth needs of the weaning age child may need to

be .consideraZly greater than 3tandard nutrient requirement tables would

3uggest.

This analysis suggests that the apparent undersupply of calo,ies

presented in the Tamil Nadu figure tells only part of the story, and

that the actual percentage of necessary calories received by children

in this age group is less shan the 60-7CS reported there. It supports

the conclusion from the INCAP experiments suggesting that consuMption

of a full share of calories by children reduced growth retardation only
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by one-third, with the rest asaociated w1th morbidity and other facto.s

independently of energy consumption (Martorell, Habicht &nd Klein,

1982; Martorell, 1984).

We are left with a series of explanations for weaning age maljiltrition.

Pai't of it is explained oy lack of income and poor intra-family food

distribution. Part of it may be the reflection (or the residual) of

societal level functions (like population control, and the lack oe'

rewaros for having rapidly grcwilng children). If in a particu'.ar

environment, thesa adaptations are no longer necessary, nutrition

education may te appropriate in correcting residual practice. Part of

it rerlects anorexia associated with morbidity -- a subject to be

looKed at for the potential for educational intervention in the next

section.

Finally there is the explanation which is the combination of the

failure to recognize mild and mcderate malnutrition, the lack of

knowledge about sultablED weaning foods and the shortage of time and

energy in the family to give special attention to the needs of the

aning child. All three of these may be subject to nutrition

;Aucation, although if time committed to the 6-24 month old is to be

increased education may face a difficult path.

In sum what does all of this say about the potential for nutrition

education with regard to infant feeding practice? Nutrition edlcation

is unlikely to be a complete solution in many contexts where income and

time are partl:ularly short. In other contexts, however, better
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practice will be eonsistent with available reMOurces a4d subject to

educational interventions.

Tr'Atment of diarrheal epis2des. The third area we have chosen to

examine is nutr'tional treartment during episodes of diarrhea.

D£arrheal episodes .re freqvent and a maior cause of malnLtrition and

death among-children. Whethor or not much can be done about incidence

of diarrhea is not at issue here, although somo may srgue that

educational interventions are potentially worthuhile. Immediate

concern is with the nutritional consequences of d±arrheal episodes and

the potential for reducing those consequences through educational

intervention. Three obvious pointa of intervention are worth

consideration. They include: trdaatent of dehydration through

administration of oral rehydration therapy (ORI), avoidance of

deleterious practices (like purging or withdrawal of breastmilk) and

posltAve efforts to encourage feeding in the presence of poor appetite.

The PoLential for education in the first of theta, ORT, is by far the

strongest. There is widespread medical belief that ORT is efficacious

it administered; it is within the resources Of almost all

(particularly if a sugar/salt solution is being advocated); it is

widely uncnown but its preparation and administration represent a skill

which can be mastersd. When offered, it finds an audience of mothers

who are often capable of recognizing signs of dehydration, are seeking

remedoes for the diarrbea they recognize as threatening to their

children, and are wi,llng to purchase even expensive treatments from

pharmacies and traditional-healers. (Smlth, et al., 1980)
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Yet there are prot-lems too. Home-mixed ORT fluid riska toxicity if it

is badly mixed, with incorrect proportions Of sugar and salt or too

little liquid; the latter is also a risk with packaged mixes. It has

to be administered slowly, in substantial quantity, over a long period.

It does not reduce but may appear to exacerbute the symptoms of

diarrhea that the mother may percezive as hor primary concern. While

effective in the ?.ong run and at an aggregate community level, the odd-

that a particular treatment of diarrhea with ORT will save A life are

quite small since the proportion of episodes of diarrhea which lead to

death is quite smIlI. All of these problems, while they do not negate

the potential for an educationcl lntervention, may make the task of

a2hievinG effective practice ctAnge much more difficult.

The second major point or entry is in education concerning the

avoidance of deleterious practices. Most attention is given to purging

as a method for treating diarrhea with ita exacerbation of dehydration,

and to the withdraal of food including brea3tmilk during episodes,

particularly if the diarrhea is accompanied by vomiting. The natural

logic of both of these actions is clear, purges because they "clean the

system out", ana withdrawal of food and liquid because they give'the'

digestive system a rest and reduce the diarrhea. Yet both, according

to current medical opinion, are pernicious and need to ba eliminated.

However, before major educational efforts are mounted, it n'ay be worth

establishing that the negative practices are in fact widespread. There

is substantial ambiguity as to whether they are. Vemury found in his

six country CARE-survey that purging was common in general, but rare
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during episodes of diarrhea. Similarly few mothers in those surveys

reporttod witharawal of the breast during episodes of diarrbea (Table

1). In contrast, in Honduras, Foote et al (1983) found that close tu-

70% of a rural aample would name a speuific purgative when asked how

tney treate4 a child's most recent instance of diar-hea, and 66%

reported they withheld the breast. It may be that this contradiction

is merely the result of cultural dlirferences between Honduras and the

countries Vemury surveyed.. However differences in the way questions

were asked is a more likely explanation. If the Vemury results can bs

believed and generalized, a great deal of education may not be necesa'y

on these topics. In contrast, if Footo's results are accepted in a

particular context, they may justify a major educational effort.

The third point of educational entry is the taking of positAve steps to

insure that children suffering from diarrhea take as much nourist. ent

as possible. Failure to feed may be tinie result of deliberate

withholding of the breast or other foods. More commonly, underfeeding

may be the result of disinterest in eating on the pa-t of the sick

child. Usual fetoing practices may need to be modified, includirg

smal1ler feecings at more frequent .ntervals and the offering of...

specially prepared foods. Oral rehydration therapy may have a pos,r-ive

effect on the child's appetite as well. The degree of interaction

between diarrhea (and vomiting, when it occurs), reduced appetite,

parental unwillingness to feed a child (sometimes supported by medical

advice), efficacy of alternative "ceding practices and parental

knowledge of them, time to feed a sick child effectively, and

czoplementary effects of rehydration is likely to be large. Obviously
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educational interventions have potential only insofar as reduced

appetite is not an absolute con.straint, and fai'lies can reallocate

time to the feeding of tnese children. Deapite the magnitude of this

problem, and s0Me efforts to addresz it as part of .a broader program,

littie o.'.tailed evidence ha. been reported.

The potential for benericial change in child feeding pract.L-es dur,ng

diarrheal episo4es n.y be real and 3ubjeet to education. However the

lack of codified project experience makes furtner di3cu3sicn in this

review quite liaitea. Argments in favor of educational potential rely

on their surface logic. Stronger statements await evidence of what

determines feeoing practice during illness. This exploration of

potential for nutrition education is perhaps less definitive than one

might hope. Partly that is Uxe result of thin research; partly it

rerlect3 t'le difficulty of cross-cultural generalization. That uhich

may be open to education in cz3 oulture may be closed to it in others.

However those consideratiocs do not deny all potential for nutrition

c~ducation. In the end the best evidence for potential turns outt .o be

the successrul realization of an educational program. If one was able

to change nutritional StltUS through nutritior. education then there

Must dave bien the potential to do so. It is to the evidence froM such

reall.zations that we turn now.
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PAR'L rWo : ON THE POSSIBIITY Oa DOING 4UTP.ITION EDUCATION

Nutrition education is a common activity. Ninety- )ne percent of the

201 nutrit-tou prolras in 66 countries su-':eyed by the Harvard

Institute for .nterrnational Develojment (1978) reported undertakirg

some type of nutritica education. Even so, most rnutritiQn education is

likely to have been i3ssed by that extensive .urvey sirce it tended to

concentrate on dincrete nutrition project3; likely it would have

skippea the large:t volume of nutrition eduoat±cr. which is undertaken

as a rouzine activity of health workern..

Available descriptlon and evaluation of nutrition education activ'.:.y

is, however, rarer than 1s its practice. tlso, there is a likely

inverse relation between the commcnnens of a type -if nutrition

edlucatior and the possibility of finding descriptions or evaluations- of

it. Not 3urpri3ingly, evaluations focus on novel, often small scale

efiorts anw largely it-ore ongoing rouvtine activity. Thiz may be a

reilect'on or a belief that such ongoing activity has no important

e°fe^ts, or it may be a reflection of the nature of evaluation fundring

arrangem-nts which support a discrete project focus. Thus we have a

fair number of evaluations and descriptions of media-u3ing projects,

and zome for projects that try vo eo face-to-face education in a
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special was, but esaentiualy none tor the routine education undertaken

toy health service3.

This lack is a substantial concern. There XTe now a reasonable number

of evaluations wh'ch provide credible evief;nce for pQsitive effects or

nutrition education on nutritional status. What .s lacking '.s evidence

about the feasibility of repeoducing that positive result routinely and

on a large s.a'e. Information about the strains of operating routine,

large scale programs, now, would have helped.

A full d )scription of conventional nu.trition education. also would have

heiped to organize the review of experience that follows. -deally one

would have described the operation of tae current typical system and

then pointed out-its flaws. Then those f1rw3 -- the failures of the

eonventional .approach -- would have served as a way of organizing the

presentation of alternative strategies, each described in terms of the

problem in the conventional system it was trying to solve. Indeed that

approach is so attractive that we will create a conventional system by

supposltion, and then point out its likely problems. One can only hope

that the 'straw' system so supposed does not overly distort actual

practice, or at least that its productivity as a convenient stereotype

Justific Its use.
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A Hypothetical Conventional System and its Flaws

In this system nutrition elucation takes place essentially within the

walls of a health clinic. Mother2 bring their children for curative

services but on the walls are posters encouraging breastfeeding and

immunizations (and a blank space where the poster supplied by the

infant formula company used to be.) Frofessional health staff are

expecteo to provide general health and nutrition education in response

to problems that individual mothers present. The mother of a

malnourishea child is counseled to provide more food to that child

during the few minutes that the professional is examining the child.

The proressional ovpplles other advice as he or she has time and

believes it to be appropriate for particular motners. It is drawn from

the few days of classes concerning nutrition education received during

medical training. Littie follow-u; as to the implementation o4' the

education is uncertaken. Little change in nutritional st tus is

achieved.

The result is inerfective nutrition education, but what are the

specifi. problems that need remedy? The list includes a;ldienco reack

and time of expozure to education, quality and systemi.ti2ity of

education, reinforcement of messages, lack of complemenIary

environmental change, lack of incentives for professionals, and C03t.

Reac By depending on a clinic-visiting population a nutrition

education systen mzy reach only a small proportion of the populatijn, A
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large number of people, inaluding many of the most malnourished, may

not be served by those clinics and many or thosa that are aerved may

attend only irregularly. In addition, the few minutes of a

profestional's time in the clinic in unlikely to be encugh to provide

new skills oven were it to have any influence on knowledge.

Quallty and svtematicity 6f education. Haph=ard instruction, ba3ed on

long-ago training, by professionals whose qualifications are as care

providers not as educators is unlikely to prove effective. Content may

not build on wha,t sothers already know and do or it may advocate

practices that their socio-economic circumstances do not allow them to

undertake. Teaching may ignore the need to practice newly learned

skills or may lack concrete recommendations.

Re1nforcement of messages. Information about appropriate

nutrition-related practice comes from many sources other than the

clinic proressional: from one's family and neighbors, from radio

advertisements and from retail diriplays and shopkeepers. Education

derived from the clinic professional at a given vis'.t may have a

limitea consequence if contradictory messages are coming from other

sources in the environment.

.lakQfLcomplementarj environmentacharng. While sometimes it may be

possible to affect nutritional status by education alone, that may not

always be the case. In recognition of this, many programs nombine

education with 'real' changes such as food supplementation. Similarly,

even if an educator's recommendation would be effective if adopted, it
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may be necessary to cumbine education with other, more demanded

services, it an audience is to be convinced to eGpose itself to the

education. (That is the reason why education is J.o often delivered in

the context of curative health services, which bring in the audiences.)

Incentive In the first three weeks in tbe field, after a

sufficiently enthusiastic set of lectures on the utility of nutrition

educition, the health worker may initiate improved nutrition education.

Yet the health clinic provides few incentives to maintain that

enthusiasm -- demands for time in curatise redicir.e will be large, and

nutrition education is Just an add-on demand. No one will be coming

around ana necking on the hours of nutrition education delivered, or

providing advice on how best to do it. No salary increments accrue for

succe.s in this area. It would be no surprise to see that most bealth

workers find it difficult to maintain enthusiasm in that context.

Cost Using highly trainea health professionals for some nutrition

education activities can be a very expensive use of time. Weighing and

measuring children so as to teach mothers to recognize malnutrition,

providing instruction in food preparation, and other mainstay& of

nutrition education curricula are not necessarily better done by

professionals than by less highly trained personnel. The haphazardness

of nutrition education in the clinic setting may itself be a re.'lection

of the cost of reallocating expensive professional time to a task for

which their training is not suitable. Any attempts to extend the reach

of nutrition education or increase the time of exposure face the major

obstacle of financing.



Solving Problems of the Conventional Model: Past Experience

We next turn to specific projects which have attempted'to redress one

of more of these failures. Descriptions of individual ProJOcts are

presental 13 illVutrations of the way they address a given problem.

Many projects, Or course, fit as potent'al solutiown to more than one.

failure; these are described at the plLce Sn the narrative where they

provide most insight. Some projects which serve parallel functions to

others are not described fully to avoid redundancy.

Audience Reach ana Time of Exposure

If much of the maLnourished population lies out3ide the reach of the

formal health care system, clinic-based nutrition education cannot

touch them. Attempts to extend the reach of the nutrition education

effort follow several strategies, sometimes in combination. They

include sending outreach workers to the homes of potential clients,

using mass media, and adding additicnal incentives for people to cone

to clinics -- often by distributing subsidized food.

_tr.each grotiams. If the clients won't come to the clinic, then the

clioic must reach out to the clients. The Promotora Program in

Candejaria in Colombia is a representative example of the attempt to

reach out from the clinic to the malnourished population. Ten young

women with a mirdmzm of five years of education were given six months
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The reports or three of thesc projeots (Hanover, Candelaria and

Thailand) provide 3o0e evidence of positive effect on nutritional

status and other outcome vav'ables, altholgh inevitably inferences are

equivocal. The strongest result comes from the Hanover project, where

the decline in second- and third-degree malnutrition wa3 betiween 40-50%

after a year of activity.

The Candelaria project evaluation provides positive short term results

and ambiguous longer term evidence. The presence of the project

coincided with a 25S drop in all malnutrition in the community between

19b8 and 1974, despite relatively high turnover among participating

families. Longer errollment in the program was associated with even

larger drops In malnutrition rates. The gains iii nutritional status

occurred despite erosion of family income during the period, and may

have been related primarily to a reduction in incidence of dAarrhea.

All of this was certainly positive evidence. However, a two year

follow-up study of effects struck a note of caution. The project

itself had been terminated in 1974 and researchers returned in 1976 to

investigate the residual effects of the program. They found that

children born after the end of the program into families which fi-d

parUicipated were no better off than children in families which had not

participated. Older children seemed to show some residual effect of

their participatlon in the program.

The Thailana project showed a substantial drop (from 22S to 9% over six

months) in second- and third-degree malnutrition in one town in which

nutrition surveillance and nutrition education activities were carried
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out by village workers and much smaller drops in control toWns and In

towns where only nutritiOn surveillance had taken place. Tho study is

described only briefly and possible threats to this inference (changes

tn measurement quality, other sioultaneous activities) are not fully

considered. However the results are consistent with the Hanover and

Candelaria results.

The costs of realizing these projects are not provided in the relevant

sources. However, they obviously vary with the use of volunteers or

paid staff, the amount of training and supervision provided by health

proressionals, the intensity of aurveillance and education actually

undertaken, the focus on vulnirable segment3 of the audience or on all

its members and *he physical concentration of the families to be

reached. As a solution to the problem of audience reach they must be

reL -ded as a potential strategy, but subjec6 to important real world

limitations.

At the rate of 18 malnourished children per paid health worker, the

standard from the Jamaica project, the absolute budgetary requirement

can be nuge, particularly in those poor countries where the

ma±nourishment problem- is largest and national budgets smallest. Even

in projects like the Candelaria activity, which depended on infSequent

home visits of volunteer workers, the budgetary requirements may be

substantial. A volunteer-based program assumes an in-place health

service infrastructure which provides both training of the volunteers

ana most cf tVie necessary health care. In many countries available

services are at a great distance from much of the population; in
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Zaire, for example, only 25% of the population has Loces3 to the formal

health care system (INCS: Zaire, 1981). There are too few health

clinlc' from which outreach workers can reach out. Volunteer worker3

may also tend to turn over with some rapidity, with zaajor co:

implications for training and supervision activities.

Budgetary limits on the expansion of these outreach programs will be

substantial. Nonethelesa some countries way be illing to pay their

cost if sufficient reduction in malnourishme*rit can be achieved.

However there is a second type of limitation that may be even more

difficult to eliminate. Botb the Hanover project and the Candelaria

project were attempts by outside agencies to focus highly paid energies

on the development of pilot activity. Hanover relied on help from the

University of the West Indies and from Cornell University hedical

School. Candelaria was *he field site for a number of projects from

the Universidad deL Val-le in Cali, including a rural health teaching

center. When that first novelty.diss4pates and it becomes time for the

creation or a national, long term, routine program based on these

models, they can no longer depend on that special energy. They must

depend instead on internal incentives to operate effrctively. -e- do-

not have evidence of effectiveness from such 'real' programs. However

a comment from the authors of the Thai-study is revealing in this

context.

During recent years the Royal Thai Government's Xinistry of
Public Health has initiated many new programs to deal with
infant and pre-school nutrition. These programs include:
supplemental feeding programs...establishing child nutrition
centers; nutrition education for mothers. .promotion of
breastreecing; training in nutrition for village health
volunteers and village health communicators; and limited
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nutrition surveillance. However a compariaon of 1977
malnutrition data with 1980 age/weight data indicates no
progreJS has been made. (Virava±dhya et al, p. 1)

Those activities, or a subset of them (surveillance and weighing), were

the same activities that were undertaken in the experimental study

whose positive results have already been presented. The essential

difference between what bad been done in the past vithout effect and

what was being done in the evaluated proJect seems to have been the

level of supervision ard presence of the investigators from the central

Ministry of Health. The contrast may suggest the difficulty of

transferring an activity which can be done successfully on a small

scale to a large scale national program.

One other project, the World Bank Indonesia Nutrition Education

program, has much in ccmmon with these programs, and shows similar

succesa. However it wlll contribute more at a later, point in the

narrative, ana thus 3As presentation ls delayed.

If financial and logistical obstacles constrain the possibility of

solving problems of reach through outreach strategies, there a-re other

approaches worth considering. The largest number of them make use of

mass media.

Mass meLia alone. The magic'multipier, as advocates are fond of calling

the mass media, has often seemed the ideal way Of solving the iLmense

p,oDlems of reaching large audiences. In the face-to-face outreach
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system, each additional client costs the central government about as

much to serve as does each previous client. 'n a mass-media-only

systeM, the marginal cost to the government can be close to zero for

each client after. tho .rst. Additional costs are funded directly by

the client in the purchase price and energy expenditure on the

privately owned radio.

Media-basca nutrition education prc,jects are legion. Of the the survey

of nutrition projects previously cited (H.I.I.D.,1978), more than 25S

of all projects reported using radio or television as channels for

education. Thus media-based projects are common and, in some cas3s,

evaluations of them are also available. However, not one of those

evaluations maxes a convincing case for tae effectiveneas of media in

changing nutritional statua. Sometimes that is because the evidence

shows no erfects. More often it reflects the lack of adequate evidence

to make a conrident judgement. It may ba that results of the Mass

Media Health Practices projects in Honduras and The Gambia discussc-d

subsequently will provide such evidence, but they are not yet

available. What the evaluations do provide is data relevant to

determining the erfectiveness of media-basea education systems in

solving some of the hypothetical failures of conventional systems,

including evidence about reacb-

F.om the very first erforts at using mass media for nutrition

education, it was clear that audiences could be reached, if reach is

taKen to mean gaining attention. An early evaluated effort at

media-based nutrition education occurred in the Republic of Korea in
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1970 under CARE spon!'or3hip. A year long campaign, it L.-luded twice

daily raaio spots and a calendar and a comic book which were produced

and distributed. The Lain fOcus of the campaign waa on the achievement

of a balanced diet, and ubsequently on the use of solid weaning foods

for children more than 100 days old. The evaluition was limited to a

post-campaign 3urvey of a sample of unspecified origin, and essentially

contains no useful information about effectiveness. It does suggest

that tl,e campaign gained the attention of much of the population with

close to 9(4 of both urban and rural persons surveyed demonstrating

soMe awareness of the exi3tenae of caopaign materials. Memory *f

specific campaign messages was rather less (20% to 50%) and limited

primarily to younger, well-educated middle class respondents (Higgins

ana Montague, 1972).

Similar evidence of effectiveness of reach comes from another CARE

sponsored campaign - this time over a ten week period - in India.

Multiple channels were used in this 1972 project in Uttar Pradesh and

Andhra Pradesh, and its evaluation described large changes in the areas

of knowledge related to weaning food practice (an i:l rease of 59%

knowedgable before to 93% after the survey) and in general nutrition-

Knowledge (72 to 96%)(Care, 1973; Rasmuson, 1977). B0th sampling

procedures and methods of questioning may ha-;re created some bias in

these results, but the effectiveness of the intensive media campaign in

reaching an audience is probably credible.

Additional evidence of the reaeh tOf nutrition education broadcasting

comes from reports about a different use of radio, that repreientad by
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progr^us In Sri Lenka, in Costa Rica and in Haiti. In all three

countries government agencies developed ton- to twenty-mlnute health

information progr8sM relying on entertairnent broadcasting for-vats. In

each case, the radio dramas (Pahan Siluwa and Kan Kanda Theivam) of Sri

Lanka, and the programs of dialogue with a kncw'edgable person of Costa

Rica iPlat:cas con Don Rafael) anr T4aiti (Radio Doctvar) were

skill.ully produced programs which apparentlv *eached wide audiences.

Fxact reach was never estimated for any of them in a for2=! survey, but

on the basis of eithein small surveys or on the basis of the s.eer

voiume of lettars and postcards recelved, the assumption or jarge

audiences is credible. However no useful information about what was

learnea from (never mind changfs in practice or nutritional status

proauced by) these programs is available (Burke, et al., 1980;

Clearinghouse for Development Communmcation, 1980).

Until quite recently, the most sophisticated efforts using ma_s3 media

were three projects conducted by Richard K. Manoff International, Inc.

Manoxf is a U.S. advertising firm which argued that it coulu apply

Madison Aver.ue advertising techniques to the change of

nutrition-related behavior in developing countries. Urter contract

,4ith the U.S. Agency for International Development, Mancff developed

praject3 in Ecuador (Manorf International, n.d.) and in Nicaragua and

the Philippines (Cooke and Romwetb-r, 1977; Zeitlin and Formacion,

1981). They prepared ano arrangea the broadcast of comnercial spots

recommending a particular nutrition behavior. Each series was

repeat>dly broaccast, (up to 10 times per day) over as long as a twelve

month period. The themes covere. 1-pt-ded on local conditions -- in
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Scuador, they included promotion of the use of iodized salt and of

boiled water; in the Philippines, the campaign focussed on the euvlly

use of weaning foods and their supplementation with oil, fJsh and

vegetables; in Nicaragua, the project encouraged families to combat

dehydration through the use of an cral rehydration formu.a called

sunriimond.

The Inteibsve broadcasts off weil produced spots clearly attracted a

large audience. In the Philippines up to 75% of the audience reported

awareness of radio Messages,-and up to 65% of the audience reported

similar awareness in Nice ua. Some evidence of knoiledge and

attitude change was found in all three countries. Behavior changea

related to nutritional status were no' so conclusively demov:trated.

In Ecuador, iodized salt replaced refined salt without iodine to a

substantial degree, but no change in other recommended behaviJrs was

apparent. In the PhJiippines, where the objective was to increse

energy consumption at weaning time, self-reported change: in behavicr

did occur. For c"ample, about oLe-fourth of the sample reported adding

oil to lugaw, a local weaning food, after the campaign, while none had

reported doing so beforenand. We will leave aside issues of the

validity Of self-reports of behavior which respondents knew was the

'rigtht' behavior according to radio broadcasts. Even taken at fJcZ

value, the benavior change actually reported (in terms of number of

ctlories added to wearing food) was very 'mall in comparison to actual

de.icit, even amon, those who-were classified as adopters. Again, in

Nicaragua, while there was self-reported !.ncrease in the use of the
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recommended rehydration formula, evidence that 'At was used in

su'ficient quantities to affect debydration and its consequences is

lacking.

In their very full review of the Manoff Philippines project, Zeitlin

and Formacion take the position that the iilure to affect nutritional

starus was not a failure of the radio 8tritegy per 3e. rhey suggest

ttat It messages had been adjuated to reflect circumstances in the

rurii areas more ci.osely (by recommending that oil be added to other

foods than lugaw wb2.ch were more commonly given to children) the

. ogram might have beer eOfective. The net for a closer and

continuing tie between producer and client so that mid-project

adjuztments aice feasible i- an issue we will take up ln a subsequent

section. It may be seen as the major change batween these Manoff

projects ana the Mass Media Health Practices Project and the

Manorf-loplamented Indonesia project.

Large audiences may well be achieved by media alone pro.ects, (Further

supportirn dat.a couie from projects in Honduras and The Gambia and the

Dr. Hakim p.ojeet from Tunisia (Smith, 979)). However broadoa.s-tin.

does not always guarantee attention, particularly in a context where

there are other competing messages. While reports ot programs which

failed to reach an audience tend not to appea.r in publicly available

reports, there are some !tuch reports available.

Tbe Sate..lite In3t-uccional Television Experiment in India, among its

other efforts, tried t' present nutrition education on some Of its
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everung bro.acasts. The only available eva).atlon o)f It suggested that

the audience was so small as to make ovaluation of eftectiveness

pointiess. Only 29 out of 200 women and 7 (..t of 289 woi.en ia sample

villages viewod the telec..sta whoae '-f -. .he evaluators wished to

estiniate. A variety of explanatior; ro0 che failure to view were

ofrered (language, motivation, alternative tasks to complete, poor

quality progr3mming) but the point that -.n available audience does not

guarFntee an attending audience is ciearly made (Ramadassurthy et a!,

1978). Relatively small audiences have also been described for a

Erazilian uiutrition education program using radio and for a twc--week

raaio campaign in Lesotho (Lesl. , 1977). In another context, the

.EFCJ,tUg_fli television series, the major recent effort in the "nlted

-V s to provide health and nutrition,education via the mass media

failed to gras; a-n audience altogether, even by the minimal standards

of the Public Brcaccasting System, and was cancelled rapidly.

There is one frequently raised objection to the assumption that radio.

broaccasts can reach etfectively much of the rural population. Radio

ownership is not universal, nor are the funds to keep radios workir4.

In addition ownership is least likely among the poorest seguent.of .the

population who are also most likely to be subject to malnutritioa.

Three response3 to this ctjection may be orrered. First, radio

ownership, particularly in Latin America and much of Asia, is still

more widespread than is access to health systems. Radio ownership in

ruraL areas is typically around 50% of all households with some.

variation (cf. Shore in HcAnany, 1980). In countries with shortwave
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rather than medium wave (AM) broadcasts to rural areas, ci.-rage may be

somewhat less. (In Nepal, for example, about 10 of all families had

radios [Mayo, et al., 1975).)

Secondly, there is likely to be substantial access to radio among

no,-owners. They may have the opportunity to listen to radios in

public places or in owners' houses. (Thus only 48% owned radios but

75% resporndents reported awareness of radio messages in the Manoff

Philippines study.) Finally, even those who may not have an

opportunity to hear messages directly are likely to h'- them second

nand from listeners.

Perhaps the largest single obstacle to access to radio broadcasts is

not ownership of receivers, or even the cost of batteries to keep them

running, out rather problems of language. In India, la much of Africa,

and in the indiZenously populated regions of Central and South America,

where many languages are spoken, even moderate efforts at multi-lingual

programming may is3s large numbers of people, That may be exacerbated

when women are the primary audience for brrAdcasts since they may be

less likely than men to understand outside languages.

Another factor which may complicate easy reach of target audiences

through radio is the tendency, in some cultures, for one member of the

family to control use of household radios. For example, O'Sullivan

(1980) reports that in Guatemala men often take radios with them to the

flelds during the workday.
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Another problem may be the competition for the listener's attention

from multiple radio stations. This is particularly severe in Latin

America where the commercial character of the radio system has meant an

extraordinary proliferation of radio stations (of. Lee, 1980), and in

border areas of countries whose neighbors have strong transmitters, as

is the case with the Indian state of Tamil Nadu ani nearby Sri. Lanka

broaacasts (Green, 1983), and with southern Nepal and All-India Radio

(Mayo, et al, 1975).

Attention is also threatened when nationally funded radio programs are

restrictea to donated time from private stations, or assigned time on

government-owned stations. It may turn out to be difficult to obtain

much listener attention i. the assigned times and frequencies are not

conveni nt for or popular with target audiences.

There are, then, limitations to radio broadcasts (and other mass media

activities) as a solution to reach-related problems, but it "A possible

to re-ch a large segment of even rural audiences through radio

broaccasts. By ar.d large, the obstacles to achieving audience

attention (including raaio distribution, language, time of day,

competition from other stations, and poor quality programming) can be

dealt with, although sometimes at a high cost. The major doubt is

whether attention so purchased turns into behavior change and

nutritional status change. ;ie are, at present, without evidence that

it does.
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We can summarize what has been suggested thus far about the reach iSSU6

in a paragraph. Face-to-face outreach strategies promise

effeetiveness, at least on a pilot basis, but may be expensive and

logistically difficult if expanded. They show effectiveness but not

reach. Radio broaccasts, in contrast, proise reach but have not, up

until now, shown the 9bility to produce nutritional status ebange.

Media broaccasts and outreach from the clinics to the hOMes of

potential clients are both strategies for extending the audience for

nutrition education beyond the walls Of the clinic. A third strategy

is to expana the number of people who come regularly to a central

locatioon where t:ey become an audience for education. Food

supplementation programs have been the obvious opportunity for such

expansion, and, indeec, next to the haphazard education offered in

clinics, they are probably the most common location for nutrition

education activity. However, rather than looking at those programs as

an tntervention to expand reach, we will hold off on their review until

we come to the section on strategies for providing complementary

environmental change.

Quality ano Systematicity of Education

A fundamental misperception that plagues the design of many educational

programs is the conrusion between educational channel and educational

effectiveness. While no nutrition educator (or any other sort of

educator) would admit that the curriculum was less important than

putting the channel in operation, that is how most programs operate de
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facto. Curriculum development may be a side issue. Funcg spent on

prior investigation of the issue being addressed, on the shaping and

pretesting of the messages to be offered, on the training, retraining

and superviaion of field workers and on maintenance research to pe.mit

constant adjustment of messages based on audience response are minimal

in most projects. It is true that without reach effectiveness is

irrelevant, but the reverse is no less the case.

While it would be foolish to suggest that none of these educational

development activities have gone on in previous projects. two recent

nutrition education projects provide a quantum leap with regard to

these erforts. One of the projects, the Indonesian Nutrition Education

program, relied primarily on village volunteers to carry its messages;

the second, the Mass Media Health Practices project relied primarily on

radio.

Indonesian Nutrition Educaticn. This World Bank funded program built on

a pre-existing base of village volunteers Jn nutrition (kaders) who

were already weighing children and giving nutritional advice. The

priza.-y activities of the program were to build up the quality and

intensity of rutrition education offered by these kaders,'and in

addition to develop and transmit brief radio progras and posters

supporting these activities (Griffiths, et al, V. 1,11, 1982).

The specific activities undertaken (through the ccllaboration of Manoff

International and the Department of Health in Indonesia) began with

approximately nine months of developmental investigaticn including
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preparation and pretvsting of radio messages, and contlnued with the

training of the kader:, usually through a first training course and a

refresher course duriitg the year of the program.

The developmental investigation included meetings with coMmunity

members and leaders, and, of most importance, 330 household

interviews/case studies. Specially trained inf.erviewer-investigators

spent up to two weeks in each village working with ten mothers. In a

two-to-three hour session with each one, they would expl're i variety

of possibly relevant educational themes. The interviewers would

recommend a trial change in dietary practice: a recipe for weaning

food or an addition to the mother's diet. The intervitwcr would then

check on the feasibility of the proposed change in dietary practice

after a few days of trial by the mother. Guidelines for what

interviewers were to learn from each interview were clear but allowed

flexibility with regard to question strategy. The investigators report

that the information so collected was used extensively in the design of

educational messages. Radio messages were developed and pretested with

a sample of the mothers, and again modifications in language and format

were incorporated as a result.

The specific training curricula for kaders is not extensively

described, but incorporated a two stage process in which regional

leaaers were trained and then these leaders trained local kaders. An

action poster was given to each mothtr which would allow her to note

her compliance with a particular recommendation from the kader.

Apparently the training served as substantial motivation for the
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kadera. The kaders who received it reported spending about twice as

such time per month in thiS activity (13 hours versus 7 houra) as did

kaders who uere not trained The spent the extra time mostly in

supplementing honthly weighings with home visits.

The results of thWs focused nutrition education effort were impressive.

Samp3es were drawn from the districts receiving the intensive nutrition

education (NE) treatment after the program had operated for one year,

and from similar control communities which had nutrition volunteers who

had not Lad the inteusive training. There were significant differences

in favor of the NE households on many variables including energy

consumption and, of most importance, weight-for-ase after f±ve montns.

Nonr of the families in either experimental or control communities had

significant access to suppiemental food. It appears that exposure to

radio messages was overall less f.ruent than had been expected

(largely because of dependence on donated broadcast time), and in any

case spilled over into control areas. They could not have produced the

experimental group's advantage, although they might have reinforeed tLe

kaders' motivation or knowledge, or reilnforced for the mother' the

message she was already receiving from the kader. It is not possible

to disentangle tne efrects of the remainiing common elements of the NE

strategy, including motivation of the kaders, quantity and quality of

advice the kaders gave, action posters and weighing and use of growth

charts.
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The Indone3i7.n Nutrition project was essentially a curricaulum and

volunteer t.aining project. Its success speaks to the value of doing

education with care, rather than merely doing education. The essential

incremental costs of this add on project were of two types, the

developmental effort and the extra training and kader maintenance

activities. The developmental effort is largely a capital cost

(although as the project continues beyond one year, elements of it may

need redoing to keep the activity on track), an-d can be divided among

all recipients in a relatively homogenous area. The area of the NE

project included about 50,000 children, and 2000 kaderz. The largest

ongoing cost iz training of new kadors and retresher activities for

continuing kaders. Obviously the dropout rates fo. kaders is a cruc.lJ

determinant of ongoing costs.

The major question to be raised about the project is the same as that

raised about all outreach p.-ograms. High dropout rates among kaders

plagued the previous version of this program. While during the

experimental year dropout was not a significant problem, wbether that

would continue to be true in subsequent sears and if the program

expanded beyond its immediate borders is an unknown. The importance of

enthusiastic Indonestan leadership and fore'gn consultants canaotbe

underestimated in novel prcgrams of this sort. Routine larger scale

expansion in time and geography may suffer without those advantages.

Also the possibility of replication outside of Indonesia's borders,

where volunteers willing to commit 13 hours per month may be morfe

difficult to find, is an open issue.
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Mass M]eda ReaLth PraItlces, This second project whose major innovation

is in instructional design Is being implemented by the Academy for

Educational Development (Under U.S. Agercy for International

Development funding) with the Governments of Honduras and The Gambia

(Smith et al, 1980). As with the Indonesian project, the most

impressive aspect of -the Mass Media Health Practice.a (MMHP) program i.%

L-- amount of pre-plainling investi&Stion that went into project and

message design. The following describes this work in Honduraz.

Based upon an analysis of the medical problem (infant
diarrhea) and tho comzunication and instructional
requirements of the media to be used, specific investigation
topics were establisbed as follows: 1) rural understanding
of and response to diarrheal episodes in children under five;
(2) general rura1 child care practices; (3Ž infant feeding
patterns witb special.empbheas on breastfeeding; (4)
home-based mixing trials of UHO oral therapy solution; (5).
potential sources of bacterial ezontamination in rural homes;
(6) existing distributlon systems for commercial medicines;
(7) heaith systea outreach; (8) rural media habits and
prererences; and (9, rural opinion leadership.

The nine-month Investigation used a number of general
strategies to collect information on each of these topics:
the collection and analysis of existing information
(statistical, anthropologkcal, and anecdotal); irdividual
interviews with 175 rural people; 62 focus group Interviews
with approximately 402 rural Individuals; direct
observationa in 24 rural homes; visits to five rural
clinics; plus interviews with pharmacy and rural store
ownars as well as leading physicians and nurses. (Smith,
1980, p. 4)

The investIgators report that the results of the developaental

investigation were Ocentral to the design decisions...in (the)

implementation plan' (p. 4)t41
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The project fOcusses on treatment of diarrheal episodes and in

particular edvocates the use of oral -ehydration techniques. ISt

incorporates intensive Use of radio in a variety of formats, training

of loca2 health workers, and educatio of tho professional health

community. The curriculum derives from a highly detailed behavicral

analysis of Just what steps noed to be undertaken in the course Of

treatment or diarrhea and dehydration. While radio is the central

message-delivery method, in both The Gambia and Honduras a significant

back ap role iz seen for local workers who 9erve without additionv'4

pay. They are the repository of proper mixing instructions for the ORT

fluid in both countries, and the source of prepared packets in

Honduras. Thus 'D4?P is not a pure example of a media-only prograa Just

as tne Indonesia program extended beyond face-to-face methods.

Results of the first year of operation of the program in Honiduras and

The Gambia are only now becoming available but both 'indicate widespread

seir-reported adoption of ORT and other recommended practices. In The

Gambia over 50% of the target population knew correct mixing

instructions and reported use of the recommended water, sugar, and salt

so±utlon. Almost no one did so at the outset of the project.

Information about effeets on nutritional status and on mortality rates

is not yet available (Foote, 1983).

Tne HMHP program has had extraordinary success in reaching its

audience. it' it also turns out to be effective in promoting change it

will represcnt a major breakthrough in nutrition education. Then two

addit.onal questions will need to be asked.
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Firat, will it be possible to replicate the quite expensive

developmental investigation activity in subsequent projects, If in fact

it turns out to be an essential component of success. Major attempts

have been made to reduce the time end cost Of this developmental

investigation phase. Smith (1983) reports about a six week

investigation effort in Ecuador meant to serve as the base for a

campaign like that in Honduras. Despitr the greatly reduced time frame

(and reGuced numbers cf interviewt and a shorter questionnaire),

project planners have argued that their level of informaticn was almost

as good as that which they had for the Honduras campaign.

Secondly, will it be possible to duplicate the ORT success with other

behaviors differently located in both material and value systems of

potentiaL benericiaries. Is ORT an 'ea3y! innovation, open to rhlio

messages in a way that ottar practice changes wlll not be? In

particular, will it be possible to change infant-feed.ng practices with

similar approacbes? Further exploration of these issues awaits more

detailed and definitive results from the existing projects.

In sum, recant projects have gone a long way toward making the me.spzi:

development process more effective. The resources invested in finding

out about the audience ccmplements t'a energy expended in actually

procucing and distributing the educational product. The results, at

least as reflected in the Indonesian NE project, and the Londuran and

The Gambian At.HP projects suggest such investments are vorthwhile.

Nonetheless the resources required for such message developient are

con3iderablc; they may be, in absolute terms, well beyond what
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governm"nt3 expect to spend for nutrition education. If such resources

are to be committed, they may demand significant policy decisions,

including a Shift of resources from provision.of curative services to

preventivo prograMs.

Reiniforcement of-Messages

The logic favcring use of many channels reinforc±rqr one another rather

than just a single channel for delivery of educational messages is

incontrovertible. If the health system and the radio and extension

workers ana poster3 and community leadership are all saying the same

thing ("Breastreeow or aUse Or'al Rehydration Therapy") the advantages

are unmistakeable.

-- There at- s;sds likely to be contradictory messages in the

environment, and thus the achievement of the appearance of a broad,

institutionally accepLed norm may Se po,ssible.

-- Members of the aud_- .e are likely to hear the message from sore

than one source.

-- Each channel, if usea optimally, is likely to reinforce the

message in a distinct way, or serve a different function in the

diffusion process.



- Each channel will have access to 5ame members of uhe aucience

that other channe3s may not.

No project planner can belp but see the advani.ages, and indeed maiy

serious nutrition education proJeCts include rultip1c chrnrels as a

matter of course. Some of the proJects previoUsly described as

emphasizing a parLicular channel were, in fact, broader. The

Indo3esian Nutrition Education program complemented nutrition

volunteers tiith ralio broadcasts and action posters. The Masz Hedia

Health Practices Project gives local health workars a aignificant (but

different) role in Honduras and The Gambia. In Honduras, proj4ct staf.L

allocated a good deal of time and effort to working with the health

professional community to gain their acceptance of ORT.

The Br&ailian nat4onal breastfeeding _mpaign incorporated education of

health professionals with direct outreach to mothers through radio,

in-hospital, encouragement, healthworker talks and mothers' groups

(Jelliffe and Jelliffe, 1982). Colombia's Intesrated Nutrition

Improvement Project has planned or implemented many o' the Aaie

educational activities. Other examples abound (cf. Zeitiin and

Formacion. 1981).

PerhaFs the Tamil Nadv Nutrition Project (World Bank. 1980O;) soex the

furthe.,t, if number of channels is the cr terion. Its plannlng

documen_ suggests the use of eight different channels for reaching the

target audience directly (commvnity nutrition workers, radin, films,
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newspapers, wall painti.n8s, posters, rlip boois, and folk theater), and

four additional chanaels for tralning field workers (trainers, manuals,

neV:s bulle:;ins and filMstrips.) Whether all ot' these will be used in

rractice reialr.s to be rt2n. The traditional 1iolk theater has already

been elimlnated on ,rounds of cost (Green, 1083).

Other projecta have used individually distributed flyers, coMic books,

fotonc-ielaz, arm tapes and weight charts, tape recoreings, school

instructional aaterials, television, 'rint-of-aale displays, and group

meetings in addition to those already mentioned. Fl_lr..her search would

no doubt turni lip additional strategies.

However for all the long lists of potential educational channels,

estimates of the efficacy of each ihannel aloale or in combination

remains a matter of judgemedt .ather than. of empirical cvidence. This

reTlects both the lack of evaluation and the difficulty of

aiseiit.angling the erfects of one channel in a multi-faceted ooerational

program.

While the logic favoring more channels over fewer is powerful in the

abstract, ln practice the logic may break down. Additional channels

add additional costs. Producing materials to be distributed thr'ugh

many channels is likely to affect inversely the quality of materials

produced for each channal. Hanaging multiple distributina systems may

tie up so much of.a project's energy so as to leawe little energy for

the proouction of quality materials. To the extent that one channel

depenos on the simultaneous operation of a second channei, the
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possibility of failure increaaes. Thus the doci8ion to use additional

channels is often (or ought to be) a olosely calibrated decision

balanc.ng what is gained and what is lost. The lack of amprical

evidence is painful in this re.peact. Nonetheless a lpgical framework

for the analysis of such decislons may be helpful, even if not

definitive.

Choice of the mix of channels, at best, reflects experience and

judgement about the match between the characteristics of a given

channel ana the 'unctions that it needs to serve. A list of elght such

functions follows. Some of the descriptions for each function repeat

comments made elsewhere, and some are Lerely restatements ot common

sense notions. The complete list is presented ..n the h,pe that it will

serve an a framework in examining the utility of a particular mix or

channels. Four elements of the list describe characteristics of a

caistribution system associated with a channel, and three focus ur the

content that a channel is capable of delivering.

jSSesblLit Sone channels are more likely to be seen or heard than

others. Restrictions on access reflect ind.dequacy of the tlstribution

system (television and beLlth workers may not reach out into rural

areas; flyers require a distribution agent), the cost to the consumer

(radios require expensive batteries and group meeti' a compete with

other demands on time), and the intrinsic characteristics of the

channel (newspapers may require some family literacy and flyers aay

require visual aecoding.)
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Having declared that channels are likely to vary in accessibilty, and

that a designer needs to be cognizant Of such variation, little more of

a general na r..e can oe said. Judgement about accesa to a specific

channel will vary with the national context - literacy and batteries

may be lacking in one place but not in cthers, available goverrment

aupport for local nutrition wo-kers may give that channel wide access

in some countries, although probably not in most. Estimates of how

many people, how often, and at what cost to whom are reached by a

specific ehannel are crucial to the decision to depend on it, but must

reiy on locally gathered data.

Such estimates should reduce the number of pilot projects whose costs

per person reached will never allow wldespread expansion. They should

also lsssen the tendency for a m±smatch between target audience and

audience actually reached.

For example, school nutrition education is often justified on thu

grounds that children may influence their parents and will one day be

nutrition decision-makers thenselves. Advocates argue fcr the

potential of school-based nutrition education but seem to be skeptical

about the value of current curricula. They argue that school nutrition

education is worth doing well (Van der VyncLL. 1983; Valdivia, 1983).

Nonetheless the commonness o' school programs, now, seems to outweigh

their utility, anc at the risk of sounding churlish, one must wonder

whether the sheer accessibility of school children doesn't explain

their role as audience.
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Similarly, caretul balancing. ot reach and cost may reduce the pressures

on program managers to Use scarce reaources inappropriately. Programs

in Zaire (Barnes-Kalunda, 1981) and in Coats Rica (Burke et al., 1980)

faced major pressures to produce television programs although their

high costs and minimal reach to malnourished populations did not

Justify them.

Some distinction between apparent access and realizable access may be

worth emphasis. In general, any channel that requires re2Sated

physical delivery of materials is at risk of failure. Educational

systems that rely on the use of cassette tape recordings may founder on

the proolem of regular exchange of tapes even if tape recorders were

available locally. Stories are legion of postere or flyers sitting

storea in- -. rehouses never .seen by their intended audience. Radio

broaacasts may never reach listeners If they are relegated to unpopular

times, or if broaacasters fail to comply With scbedules.

In general the choice of a particular mix of channels creates varying

demands on a managerial system If access is to be realized. The

existence of, or the ability to build, such managerial ca;ac.ity

(whether it be for the supervision and retraining of field workers, for

the moonitoring and evaluation of a radio system, or for the regular

delivery of comic books) must precede the decision to make use Of a

particular channel.

Ranetition and intensitX. A channel which allows a message to be

repeated is in most cases to be preferred to one which does not provide
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that capacity. Neither the practice of complex skills (like mixing of

oral rehydration f'".,Ads) nor the acceptance of new norms a.re likely to

result from a single exposure to a message. There are sorie exceptions

('jobs available - come Monday') but they are not likely to include

most nutrition education themes. The slide-tape to be played for

mothers attending a health clinic irregularly may not be able to count

on repeated exposure. Lectures to groups of mothers by visiting

extension workers may face sporadic attendance by both mothers and

extension workers. Repeated exposurc to messages may be inconsistent,

and occur only over long intervals.

Radio commercials, played regularly, do offer the promise of frequent

ana repeated exposure. Television programs, while potentially offering

repetiti±on, rarely dc so in fact. While most governments Justify the

initiation oV broaacasting systems on the grounds of their educational

potential, and promise many educational programs, entertainment and the

satisfaction of the demards of urban elites quickly takes a prima.-y

role. Television hours become too valuable a commodity to be 'wasted'

on rural education, even were rural communities to be reached.

Still some "non-repeating" channels may play a role in an educational

program wnich requires repetition if they repeat the messages available

through other channels. Many councries .jave mobilized a large number

ofe channels over a relatively short period to try and create massive

practice change. Brazil (Jelliffe and Jelliffe, 1982) and Colombia

(Valdivia, 1982) both chose breantfeeding as the goal of massive

multi-channel campaigns. China has repeatedly made use of national
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campaigns for various national goals (cf. Chu, 1977). Perhaps the

Tanzanian campaigns ("Man is Health" and "Food is Life') refl*ct this

mobilization strategy most clea-'.y.

The Tanzanian campaigns were massive enterprises, closely linked to the

existing politial structure. Typically, eighteen months of planning

preceded a ten- to twelve-week campal3n. Weekly radio broadcasts,

widely distributed study guides, and th6 organization of 75,000 study

groups and the trqining of group leaders for each group were part of

the major campaig.33.. Materials were said to be extensively pretested,

and local act-'7ities built on the base of pre-existing literccy groups

ana the local cells of the TAN'J, the single.political party of

Tanzauia. Substsntial attention frrc all levels of goverrment,

particularly rom President Nyerere, surrounded each campaign.

The 1975 "Food is Life" campaign was conducted to increase knowledge

about nutrition and the use of available foods, low-cost balanced

diets, the elimination of various food taboos, and the encouragement of

better fooa storage and preservation techniques, better farming methods

ana cooperative activities. Estimates were that as many as 1.5 million

Tanzanians participated, despite some difficulties with leader

traiining, distribution of printed materials, and access to radio

broaccasts. (Mabhai and others, 1976; Mahai, 1976; Mbunda, 1976).

No evaluation of the campaign has been published, but evidence from the

previous 'Man is Health" campaign suggested substantial short term

effects. The evaluators concluded that among other health-related
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changes, over 700,000 latrines were built as the result of campaign

activities (Hall and Dadds, 1977). Follow-up studies Of the extent of'

latriue use arter they were built (or of the maintenance of other new

practices) are not available.

Achieving repetitive exposure throtgh L'c Use of multiple channels over

a brier period has advantages. It allows the use of some resources

that would be unavailable over a longer period; for example the radio

study groups tended to lose members dS the campaigns went beyond ten

weeks. Explicit public attention by political leaders can only be

commanded for brier periods. The sheer intensity of attention mzy

galvanize change that a dribble Of messages cver a longer period cannot

obtaln. Mobilization campaigns are less likely than other educational

efforts to be loat in the surrounding noise.

On the other hand, mobilization campaigns contain risks. In some

contexts they may not be feasible, particularly if the pre-existing

group structure for localizing radio messages and for organizing the

immediate realization of recommended behaviors is non-existent.

Budgets for eighteen months of planning, for training large numbers3of

group leaaers, and for coordinating the activities Of many institutions

may be impossible for some countries. Also the short term nature of

the Tanzanian campaigns does not allow very much readJust0ent of

messages if problems arise. Once dissipated in the period of the

campaign, local energy may be insufficient to encourage practice of new

Skills and reinforcement of changed beliefs and behaviors and a3sure

their maintenance over time. The dismantling of the educational
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structure trter the campaign may leave no useful way of providing

follow-up materiala.

J*go,* A new nutritional concept or practice has to be retained if

it is to be used. Healt6iorker talks, radio broadcasts and alide-tapes

in clinics, when given to non-literate consumers, all share a

dependence on memory as a meana of retention. If forgetting or

distortion of me3sagea is not to be a great problem, some more

permanent memory device may be helpful. Flyers, weight charts, posters

for home use, newspapers, comic books and even cassette tapes hold that

potentlal.

There is gooo reason to believe that such materials will be retained

over time. Early fears that mothers would lose their childrens' weight

and immunization charts turned out to be groundless (Griffiths, 1981).

Action posters distributed by the Indonesian Nutrition Education

Program were to be seen oa the walls of many homes well after they were

distributea. Montague and Higgins (1972) found that printed materials

distributea by the CARE Korean project were still in recipients hands

many months after the campaign's termination. In. rural homes where

little other printed matter is to be found, materials distri.buted may

be treated =5th special care.

However, visual materials may not serve as memory devices unless they

complement other primary channels. Zeitlin and Formacion (1981) cite a

study by Fussell and Haaland that is telling. They found that in four
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of five villages in Nepal no one could interpret a crude poster

describing the tranMi3ssion of tuberculosis, but in the fifth village

many could explain what the poster meant. Only in the fifth village

had a medical team visited five months before and explained the poster,

suggesting that even crude visual materials may serve as memory

devices, but only if some direct instruction precedes their use.

Spain (1984) found a similar interaction between prior training and

ability to decode visual materials in their effects on understanding of

a complex flyer. Her study in The Gambia compared women with more and

less general visual decoding skill. Fcr those women with little skill,

the direct training they got through radio or from a health worker was

a-determinant of their ability to decode an oral rehydration flyer.

For those women with greater visual skills, their understanding of the

flyer, was independent of the training they received.

Activitv/Passivity. Some educational systems depend on the motivation

of potential clients to seek out education. They make information

available but do not actively reach out to the audience. Other systems

do not work so passIvely. The obvious contrast is between

professionals in health clinics educating patients who happen to come

in to the clinic and outreanh systems (like Indonesia's Nutrition

Education program) hnich send volunteers to the homes of community

members to encourage their participation.

The activity/passMvity is as much a reflection of how a channel is used

as it is of its intrinsic character. For example, a radio spot
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announcement strategy is an active use of the radic channel; it seeks

to reach audience members while they listen in an ordlnary way to

favorite radio programs. In contrast the broadcast of longer programs

on unpopular stations is a passive use of radio since It depends on the

willingness of the audience to seek out information.

In general, it is likely to be less complex and less expenzive to

manage pasaive educational system3, but they depend on pre-existing

motivation of the audience. If people are actively looking for

solutions to a given problem, then a reasonably accessible but

essentiaily passive channel may be all that is required. It appears

that diarrnea is seen as li.fe threatening for children by many parents

(Smith, 1980) and that they anxiously look for solutions. A relatively

passive educational strategy may be appropriate in that circumstance.

A weighing program, in a context when parerts do not recognize

malnutrition, may require much more active efforts if malnourishmeat is

-to be avoided.

Comb'ning active and passive channels in a multi-channel system may be

Dprticularly productive. The Mass Media Health Practices

implementation In The Gambia combined an active use of radio with a

passive role for village midwives (or other local workers) in the

diffusion of ORT. The radio broadcasts provided information

encouraging the use of a sugar-salt solution and detailed instruction

in its appropriate use. They also mentioned that in each village there

was to be found a person with a red flag outside her hone who could

provide additional information. Each of these persons had been trained
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in the proper mixing and administration or ORT, and thus served as a

secondary source of information for those who had heard and accepted

the radio message. Bec&use they were passive educators, the ;:ime they

woul' need to spend in teaching was sharply reduced, as was the need

for extensive training in outreach methods and for continuing

supervision by a central organization.

Accuracy, The more human links a message must pazs through before

reaching its intended audience, the more risk of its being

subst?.rtially distorted. A nutrition education S3s3te& which depends on

the flow from an originator of a message to a supervisor to a local

trainer to a local health worker to a client may find that what a.

client hears is distant from what wat intended. Sometines that may be

a minor danger: pro-breastfeeding messages may be relatively immune

from worrisome distortion. On the other hand, home mixed ORT .j

subject to such distortion since changes in the proportions of sugar

and salt, in the amount of water, or in the amount fed to a child in a

given period may affect the utility (and toxicity) of ORT.

Radio broaccasts, and other direct channels, hold at least a

superficiai. advan.age in their potential for accurate delivery of

information. Even so, failure to pretest materials sufficiently may

risk transmission of information which has a different meaning for

sender and receiver. Accuracy of direct transmission may then only be

illusory.
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RbaLcasiveness. A channel may be responsive in two ways: in its

timelines3, and in its ability to adjust its messages to individual

neecs. Xach month a new group of mothers becomes interested in

messages about the cara of their children. A short,-lived educattonal

campaign, uniess it contrives to leave some residual traces in a

cosmunity, may be effective with one cohort of mothers but leave

subaequent cohorts untouched. Telling in thls regard was the follow-up

study of the Candelaria project in Colombia, already described.

Children born into participatin8 families after the project had

terminated were no better off than newborr children in non-particpating

familles.

A channel is to be preferred if it allows mothers to seek information

when -they need it, or, at the least, assures a continuous flow of

appropriate information until it is substantially accepted in a

community. At that point informal diffusion processes may be expected

to assure further spread.

Common sense dictates a prererence for a channel capable of delivering

a timely message. A parallel logic argues for a channel which -is-

capable of ad.j;'sting messages to individual needs. Inevitably, when an

individual is presented with a novel recommended practice, there will

be dcubtz to be resolved, further information to be sought, and social

support to be gathered. 't takes no great logical power to argue that

a knowledgable, skilled, sensitive change agent would be ideal in such

circumstances. No raaio broadcast is likely to serve that need so

well.
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H,.wlng said this, hoWsever, it becomes time to ask about feasibility.

Obvioualy if a country has the reaourc'ea and the capacity to pay fcr

and mauage a complete field structure,- itc is to be preferred. That

seems to be the direction that the Tamil Nadu Nutrition Project has

chosen to take with plans to hire one local nutrition worker and one

assistant for every 1500 people. Whether this plan (or the expansion

of the Indonesia nutrition volunteer program) will be feasible on a

large 3cale,. t5. will tell, although history has not given much ground

for optimism. For most countries, however, the issue is whether such

responsiveness car, be approximated without depending on the a vast

network of sensitive change ageuts.

Three mechanisms provide such approximate responsiveness. Tne passive

agent who cazi be sought out by a person considering change, may allow

both resolution of doubts and provide some level of soc_al support for

change. Next, even if no paid or formally organized network of agents

is available, and only broadcasts provide nutrition education, it is a

mistake to believe that individu-ds are being _eft to make change3 in

isolation. A great dea4l of social theory and some empirlcal studies

argue that people turn to social networks to support change whether or

not such networks are formally organized. It is assumed that deci3ions

to change are taken with careful regard for the expectations Of others.

A natural corollary is that credible mes9ages about nutrition practice

will stimulate the operation of such social support processes. Whether

those liformal social processes will support change or jupport no

change is surely context specific.
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A third mechans.m for providing responsiveness involvea follOWing

sample of the audience clo3e'y. It a3sumes that lnciividual naed3 tre

r.ot so particular, and that ainim= damage is done if need_z are dtfined

and categorized in an aggregate fashion. If that aggregate picture of

individual needs then determines what messages are to be, sent ouv, -

there may be reasonable :esponsiveness in channels that originate at

some distance. An effective monitoring and evaluation program should

bc able to locate, dyamically, the doubts that exist in an audience,

and permit erfective response. While some individual problems may not

be addressed, the largest number should be deal; with.

Indeoen1ence. An ideal model of nutrition education might involve a

smoothly organized set of nutually dsperder.t channels, each taking part

of L.ile educational burden tn cecord with it. character. Radio mi4;hr be

reliec on for reach and accuracy, face-to-face channels for

responsiveness and socil support, and prir.ed materials for long term

retention. In such a system each channel would iot be expected to be

eAfective in isolation b t only in concert with the others. Such a

system might be theoretic_lly ideal, but as a practical matter it is

v2nlikely to be realized.

In Indonesia the radio broaacasts appeared to reach fewer peopl e than

expectea because or unpopular broadcast times and poor recept.on in

some regions (Manoif et rl., 1983). In the national Cole~mbiar prog.am,

coordination between cen. ,ally 3ponsored education (partizularly medta

progr6ws) and local activity was a problem reflecting lack of personnel

a:.:d J.nstitutional stresses (Valdivia, 1983).
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These examples and sc ot.yet s suggest that- channels should be designed

to crk independently of one another, bo that the failure of one will

not eliminate all. ILevitable failures of timing, of institutior.al

coordination and of f%nding may reduce the nunoez of sources repeating

_n,; samo me-zage, but thbey should not mean that education is

incomplete. To the extent poasible. a ch3nne'l ought to be used: with

the exp6t.tation that no other channel xill function adequately.

Ideally a natrition education system should incorporate a mix of

chi,nnels which . ma-zimization of all of these aeverj

characteristics; aceessi'ility, repetition and intensity, retention,

activity, ac_uracy, responsiveness and independence. Yet finarcial

limitatUons and m:^aamert constraints will make that unlikely.

Non te4eeat eaucational system design may both take positive c.;utcomes

wore probable anc allow designers a more realistic estimate of what the

weaknesse.a in a Par-icu.ar desi. r, are likely tI be.



Education as:Complement to Material Inputs

Nutrition education is an ai:-molous activity. It requires throwing

-ymbols (words or pictures) at malnutrition, a problem which is defined

by lack of material resources. Since it provides no new resources,

only providing ideas about organizing available res)urces, it makes the

central assumption that current rescurces are inefficiently used for

desired ends.

._n contrast, when education complements newly available resources its

legic may be more persuasive. A change in resources available to a

family (through distribution of subsidixed food, entry into local

stores of a new product or rapia ebanges in thbJ prices of staple foods)

pe.-m4ts or requires tdaptatior _n dietary practice. In some case that

adaptation will be easy -- for example if the the relative prices of

two common._y usea 3taple foods were to shift, adjustments in

consumption wculd li.ely follrm shc.tly. Investze'.t in education to

es3e that adaptation would have llttle return. However in other

c.-cumstarces education may ease tha transition.

JIn much of Latin Ae-ica, after a child is weaned he'or she le fed the

liquid fy.om IO,an soap. Unfortunately it is the solid portion that

contain3 much of what, is nutritional in the soup. It is saic that

mothers resist feedlag their childrern the beans themselves because they

are said to f -latulence. Attempting to persuade mothers to change

this practice may prove difficult. An alternative approach would be to
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develop an enzyme "sprinkle" which when used in small quantities would

break down ;he 3olids, eliminate the flatulence problem, and iLnprove

the nutritive value of what the children consume. This *olution would

combine the production and distribution of the "sprinkle" with efforts

to convince mothers to make use of it (Rut:ian, 1975).

Food chemists, time and time again, have invented rAarvelous spririles

or synthesized foods only to find that the products do not reach

intended audiences. It would be simplistic and misleading to sly that

if only they could have joined their products to effective use of.

communication all would havc been well. Problems of product

aistribution, of eiost, of utility and of acceptability all loos large.

On the other hand if the advantages are not obvious, the probability of

acceptance may be raised by an effective education program.

The combination or education and material resources has a persuasive

logic. Fortunately there also a few realized programs for which

credible evaluations are available.

Nutrition Ee'ication and SulementS. There are a number of--

evaluated programs which combined-education with the distribution of

subsidized fooa, but do not separate the two components in their

evaluations. Four of these are summarized in a review by Gwa:kin and

his colleagues (1980).

The Imesi, Nigeria project reported greater child growth and le3sened

infant ana child mortality in a project area relative to a comparable
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community as the result of an eAt'nsive nutrition education, med'cal

care and nutrition supplemeif t *ntervention. A simtlar project in

Jamkhed, India reported parallel results.

The tlarangwal, India project combined cutriti-n education and

supplementation as one of the treatments it offered. When villages

with that treatment were compared to control villages they showed

important advantages in growth and mortality. Very similar results

were produced in the early 1960's in a five-year experiment in

Guatemala by the Institute for Nutrition of Central America and Panama.

Again nutrition education and 3upplements apparently affected growth

and mcrtaality.

These are promising results, but it is impossible to say whether their

educational components were necessary for their stuocess. It is worth

noting that at least one other project summarized in the Gwatkin et al.

review, in Northein Peru, showed major nutritional chargez alsc. but as

the result of nutrition supplements provided without education.

Only ot.e evaluation, of a Morrocan procra- makes an attempt to-

separatte the effects of education from that, of supplements without

education. Gilmore et al. (1980) report on a post hoc e7aluation of a

subsidized foc6 program run by Catholic Relief Services;. Tney compared

children who were beneficiaries of a program before ant after an

educational comp-nent was added to the program.
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The education component was a monthly 20-40 minute class offered at a

center where women came to pick up a monthly-food supplement. (The

supplement amounted to 135 kilograms per family per year, a substantial

amount.) The classes were described by the evaluators as dynamic and

highly interactive, the result of a major effort to develop a nutrition

education capability in Morocco. Subjects taught included nutrition,

health, sanitation, hygiene and food preparation. Approximately

150,000 families (including mothers, an official beneficiary child and

a sibling) were being served at a total of 300 centers. Three monitors

per center served 25 women each day. Th_ total cost per family served

-.as about $103 in 1979. The portion of these costs which reflect add

on costs for operating the educational program may be only 1% of the

total. If administrative and other costs are shared between

coroonents, the cost for education may be as much as 3% of the total.

The reported differences in nutritional status are very large between

those chilrren receiving both supplements and education in 1978 and

the.ir older brothers and sisters when they had been enrolled in the

suppleme,nt-only program three years before. In one comparison,

controlling for length of time in the program, among the children-who

revelved supplements only, 335 *iere less than 80S of weight-for-age

standards. In contrast, azong their younger ziblings enrolled in the

feecing plus eduoation program in 1978, only 11% fell below the 80%

standard. A parallel comparison, between children already J.n the

program ana children just entering the program in 1978, showed similar

results.
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The evaluators do not believe thr.t the-results can be explained by

differences in the supplement component of the program or in longer

term secular trends in Morocco. They conclude wan impressive

nutritional impact was achieved with the addition of an education

program" (p. 6).

The evaluation is well considered, and the results appear to be

striking. One anomaly, however, which is raised but not resolved, is

the apparent failure of the 1975 supplement only to have any worthwhile

effects on i.utritional status. Children who received the supplement

but no education in 1975 were more or less comparable to children gust

entering the program in 1978. One would have expected that an income

transfer of this magnitude, estimated to be equivalent to 5-25% of

family income, would have had a noticeable stand aione effeot. tts

failure to show aXy such effect may be seen as additional confirmatory

evidence for the conclusion dr-a b; Cantor Associates from Figure I,

and discussea previously. Underfeeding of young children is not -

income-determined.

While the results are impressive, there remain issues of great 'oncern,

largely to do with cost and the feasibility of expansion. Tle authors

estimate that only 11% * cil the malnourished children in Morocco were

reached through this meThanism. Costs of expansion to all of the

malnourished population will be high. While mothers do pay a fee

(about $6.50 annually), the rest of the cost ner family Is p&td by the

Government of Morocco ($33) and through international aid programs

($64). If the Moroccan government, had to finance the project on its
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own without international aid and purchase food stuffs locally the

costs would be even higher. It was est-mated to be about $19,000,000

(with $1,000,000 of that contributed by mothers.) That would be the

equivalent of $126 per family served.

If the program were to reach the entire malnourished population

(instead of the 11% currently served), a low estimate for the total,

under complete Government of Morooco financing, would be $175,000,000

per year at 1979 prices. Also, it may be that the cost per center

would rise as less accessible portions of the malnourished population

were reached. Also the inflationary effects on prices of such a huge

governmental demana for food woula affect both the cOsts Of the program

and the ability ^f target families to purchase food besides the ration

provided.

Thi3 ,.rogram may have to be viewed as a special case. In situations

where subsidized food is being provided to,a population, organized

education as a complement to the supplementation may markedly improve

nutritional consequences. However as a method for reaching entire

malnourished populations, it faces obvious financial obstacle.s.,-Add-on

costs of education are minimal and, apparently, add-on effects art-

quite large. But if the $I.00 educatio;,al component car. only be

effective once the $125 nutrition supplement is delivered, few

countries will be willing or able to finance that level of income.

transfer.
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As a final note about this important project, while detailed

,_.ormation about the nature of the educational program is not provided

in the evaluacion, its a-:thors say that the effort reflects careful

planning and execution. There is no reason to believe that many other

fooa supplementation programs which provide education in a much more

haphazardous way galn equal success (cf. Arderson, 1977).

Soeial Marketing Projects. Four other projects also complement new

.resources with education, but they are somewhat distinct from the

previously described set. They all can be called social marketing

campaigns -- making new products available and providing appropriate

education, but without expectir.g to subsidize the new products

permanently. The smallest of these was the Yapese cooonut campaign.

In Micronesia, a campaign to promote the drinking of green coconut

"water" instead of imported and expensive soft dr.nKs was initiated and

carried out for two years by the Yap District Health Department (Rody,

1978). lap District is a grouip of 17 inhabited islands. The project

used a comic book, in-store posters and some direct lobbying to

encou:age stores to stock and people to buy "drinkirZ.coconut3". The

only newspapers on the island published a ;.iotograph of coconut. with a

caption that .ndicated they were the "real thing" and a well-known soft

drink the artificial thing. Most young Yapese adults are literate and

the slogans soon became popular catch phrases around the district,

according to the evaluator. Also a series of cartoons, not originated

by the nutrition project, appeared in the paper show ng a canned soft
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drink representing unpopular foreign influence and a coconut character

representirg Yaptae aentiment. Arrangements were made to assure local

stores an adequate coconut supply.

As a result of the campaign, most stores on the four main islands began

keeping cold coconuts in their refrigerators and selling them for half

the price of scrt drinks. Several individual stores reported average

sales of 1000 coconuts weekly per store on the main island, eveL though

the tocal population is less than 4000. Based on district tax

receipts, imports of soft drinks to Yap decreased to less thap half

their previous level after the campaign (Rody, 1978).

Two small projects and one larger one made attempts to increase the

dietary use of soybeans, a food of high nutritional value. It mnv be

no surprise, given some earlier discussions, that the small projects

report signs of success but the larger one is rather less optimis3tc.

A small-scale program was conducted by Community Systems Foundation

(1976) in Colombia and was directed toward educating communities to

increase the utilization of soy protein in diets. They used an-

innovative approach, that of opening PE small self-supporting shop, a

tombolita, which was staffed by local women who prepared and sold soy

products like milk and cheese. The women "iso conducted in-store and

in-home education. A survey found that 60% of the families in the test

city, Villa Rica, had received instruction in soy utilization. A store

survey found that cf the 37 stores in Villa Rica, seven were selling

soy anl millet in quantities sufficient to close the average protein
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gap in the community by ten percent.

A second small-3cale experiment was conducted in two Brazilian villages

(Wright et al., 1982). In both villages a brief period of free soybean

distribution was followed by a four month period of availabillty at a

subsidized price. In both of the vJllages education was carried out

either for groups or individually with regard to methods of preparation

and nutritional advantage to be gained from consumption of soybeans.

Before the campaign, nm mothers reported soybean use in their 24 hour

recall. At the end of the cazpaign about 25% of the women inboth

villages reported soybean consumption in the previous 24 hours. (This

had fallen from a high of 50% in one village during the period of free

soybean distribution.)

Whether th4s rate of use was inflated since mothers were certainly

aware of the investigators' expectations, and vihether any use that was

achieved would be maintained after suusidies wetre eliminated is not

known. Some doubt with regard to the latter issue comes from the final

project reported in this section, the Bolivia Soybean Utilization

project.

VTe University of North Carolina School of Public Health (n.d.),

working with the Bolivian Ministry of Health and USAID sponsorship,

mounted an 18 month campaign to increase the use Of soybeans in rural

Bolivia. Snybear.s were not previously consumed. Tne program made use

of rauio (one 15 minute program and 6-10 jingles per day) and an.

extensive program of cooking method demonstrations in target villages.
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At the end of the program the evaluation suggezted that information

levels about soybeans was high, that over 80S of the pcpulation had

tried them, and that 45% had cooked them at home. However at 18 months

into the campaign real nutritior.al impact could cnly have been very

small -- only 2.5% of the sample reported using them in the previous 24

hours. The evaluatora attributed the relative failure of the campaign

to the complex cooicing procedures required, including soaking the beans

on the previous day in ash water and boiling them.

Large scale social marketing programs have also been undertaken in

behalrf of a variety of synthesized foods3-- cost notably Incaparina, an

umbrella term for various mixtures of vegetable protein, originally

developed by the Institute for Nutrition in Central A.merica and Panama

(INCAP). Designed as a low-cost substitute for milk products, it has

achieved substantial aales in Guatemala, and in related versions in

many other countries. Published information does not provide great

detail about th*e educational campaigns (or marketing campaigns) that

accompanied their commercial distribution, and thus comment must be

limited. However apparently the impact among the malnourished is

minimal, largely because the cost of the product places it beyond their

resources, even though it is far less costly than the milk proaucts for

which it 3ubstitutes (Wise, 1980).

rhis result sugge.ts the fundamental question for social marketirg

programs of the sort revilwed here: can thbe be organized so as to

beerme self-supporting yet still be of benefit to the malnourisbe.4

population? The Yapese cocoi.4t project was, but its audience had
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sufticient income to purchase soft drinks, and thus was not comparable

to the undernouri3hed population3 of most concern. The small soybean

pro.Iects do not provide evidence as to whether they could survive

withv':c subsidy or outside organizational help. The Bolivian soybean

project did not survive, but financial outlay seemed less at issue in

that circumstance- tLan did the addiLonal outlay of time required for

soy preparation. The Incaparina program d4t survive -- enough

manufacturing skill seems to have gona into its preparation to assure

its appropriateness, but commerial preparation without govarnment

subssidy automatically seemed to have put the product beyond the

resources c'- its target audience.

The issue is not educational effectiveness -- doing yet a better

campaign for Incaparina-like foods may increase their use and

nutritional benerit only m.nimally. The issue is economic feasibility.

A social marketing campaign must market some product -- if the product

cost is high, effective marketing may make no nutritional difference.

Educational campaigns designed to enable families to make better use of

fooas already consumed may suffer less from such constralnts.

Incentives for Educators ana Clients

What is it that will keep projects going after the first and novel

period? What is to keep the health workers reaching out or the clients
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coming to the clinics? What is to keep the education, if it is to be

delivered at hundreds or thousands or millions of sites, of high

quality? The law of entropy is important here -- casually stated, if

nothing is done, things tend to fall apart.

The pressures against long term maintenance of any centralized social

service delivery 3yitem Are large. Those pres: res include: poor

communication wi hin a systez, which means that failures are not

detected and little is known centrally about clients; lack of funds

for transportation, which lessens supervision; ani allegiance of

fieldworkers to thelr salary-paying bureaucracy, which whien makes them

nore responsive to demands from above than demands from clients.

Educational delivery systems face speclal problems. When the product

to be diffused is education, failure to-deliver it adequately may .be

ha.-d to detect. If food supplements pile up in warehouses they can be

seen; if expectea supplements are not obtained potentAal recipients

may be vocal in protest. In contrast poor education is unlikely to

leave vlsible traces or generate loud complaints. It may remain

undetectea without quite subtle evaluation. This makes it difficult-to

provide incentives for educaticnal success or remediation in the case

of failure. The material rewards for doing face-to-face education sell

may be small. Psychological rewards, whether from the satiifaction of

doing a job to the best of one's ability, or from the personal

gratitude of clients may be the only incentive. That may work for .- Ae

educators ana for some of the time, but it may not be enough when a

large, long term, routine program iz to be operated.
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The incentives for particiration of the clients may also be weak.

Mot,ierF, the primary audience, are a group with Lxtracedinary demands

on t..eir time already. Kist projects assume that only it- educatioj'

accompanies food supplements or health services, or if it reaches

people in their homes will-people sit still for nutrition education

(cf. Gilmore et al., 1980). Education is too little valucd to draw an

audier.ce on its own. While that conventional wisdom may rely on

experience which confounds client dlinterest with poor quality of

education, it et.±l may be a re2sonable operating assumption.

The problem of treating sufficiznt i$centivos av?r the long run has

pr -ced a number of solutions, both to maintain aducational outreach

and to encourage client participation. One solution with. regard to

educatior:al outreach !'s that of mass media-based prcrems; they

sharply reduce the number of people sho rv.quire incentives tc make a

program elfective. Even in mass media programs, however, some

.mechanlsr to maintain the lin: frrom field to studic is crucial;

without it tntre is so90e temptatioD to reward quality oe production

without regard for peedagogical e.ffectiveness.

For programs which do not eliminate fae-e-to-face outreach altogether, a

variety of approaches to create incentives for field workers ha-;e been

implemented. In the Indonesia Nutrition Education projeet volunteers

were willin3 to contribute tb:irteen hours each worAth, apparently with

rewarcs o: a limitea sort: social approval by their communities and

irrugular materia: rewards - some volunteers received bicycles or

rabbits. Apparently volunteerism is widespread in Indonesian
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co=munitleB &nd largely non-TinenceaL rewarda may be 3ufficient.

Generaliz"ility past the first year and to other cultures will not be

easy.

A steotid type of lbcentive is to make the nutrition educator directly

respontible to th' comm=nity rather than to the Ministry bureaucracy.

If nutrition educators are hired and paid by the Ministry,

responsivezess to the commLnity may not be a high priority. If the

communit7 pays the salary, or at least controls hiring and firing,

powe, over thc educational system is effectively transferred. Ln

agricultural extension there are a number of programs where extension

agents are directly employed by groups of farmers, for example the

faiwan Farmer Information System and the Tiv Dams in Nigeria. These

programs apparently have greater success than is typical for extension

systems (Hornik, 1982). Also traditional curative health systems are

directly paid for by their users. The 9roblem with applyirg this mo0el

to nutrition education is that many communities cannot or will nor

a!.o_ate re3ources to employ a nutritioni educator even if they were

willing to do so for agricultural or curative bealth .ervices.

A third approach, essentially within the social marketing approach, is

to provide rewards to educators for achieving behavior change. The

traditional midwife, who sells an oral rehydration mix packet, may turn

out to be a mucn more effective diffusion agent than if she is given a

amall salary for undertaking free distribution. Her incentive to make

sure that each potential buyer takes full advantage of and is pleased

with the ORT solution is strong. The Yapese coconut campaign provided
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slmilar incentives for storekeepers (if one :an assume that their

profit on coconut sales more than balanced 0lses from depressed soft

drink salea.) The Colombia 3oybean shops begun by CoMMunity SysteCs

Foundation were also designed to be self-supporting - the more

satisfied buyers of soy products and the more people who knew how to

prepare it the greater the reward for the shopkeeper.

If nutrition benerit can be achieved as the result Of introduction of a

new product, self-supporting educational systems may be feasible.

(They may also have negative effects, including a risk that education

is designed to maximize sales rather that maximize nutritional benefit.

For example, a trusted sales agent may recommend use o. an

inappropriate product because its profit margin is bigher.) However,

its applicability may be sharply llmited. Education for brea3tteeding

or for improved feeding of small children, for example, do not seem

amenable to such self-supporting approaches. In these areas, with some

exceptions (soybeans and enzyme sprinkes were earlier examples),

educational strategies are not likely to find a product on which to

build a sexf-financing system.

Clarification of the incentives for the maintenance of individual

educational activity and for continued client participation are most

crucial to large projects like those in Tamil Nadu and Colombia. These

depend on the actions of vast networks Of field workers, whose

incentives to provide nutrition education may be uncertain. While

delivery of food supplements and curative services may be

straightforwardly supervised, and demanded by clients, educational
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services are neither easily superVUiae nor lustily demanded. in that

^ontaxt it may be difficult to assure that education actually oceors as

planned without explicit and directed incentives for educational

success.

Costs and Financing

How much do these projects cost and who pays for them? They eost from

a few cents to mar: than $100 per family reached. Tanzania put the

C03t of its radio campaign at $.09 per listener for the Man is Health

campaign and open broadcast programs, like those in Sri I,anka and Costa

R.ica, may have per listener costs of only a penny or two. The Moroccan

feecing prograMs cost pore thar $100 if the feeding component is seon

as an incertive for participation In the educational program. Pilot

programs, which involve expensive staff and reach small audienees, may

cost even more per person reached.

These cost numbers, although thoy may be in hard* dollars ana cents,

tell us little. First cost estimation methodologies are inconsistent.

Cc3t elements included or excluded from a given estimate will vary from

project report to project report. Shared administrative costs, the

value of contributed labor and participant time, the cost of capital

and of technical assistance may be added to budgeted outlays of a

project or they may be ignored. Without knowing how etch of these

elemente were treated, an observor can make no use of a. given estimate.
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Projeot reports which provide auch information are rare.

The second major concern with rem cost estimates is that they are out

of context. A oost estimate not associated with a specific outcome or

benefit ia essentially meaningleCs. Without effectiveness criteria,

one project'3 costs are non-comparable to 0osts for any other pro4e_t.

However, Bome projects IL=Q provided both cost and effectiveness data.

Those cost analyses ar-e worth further discussion.

The Moroccan nutrition education program added $1-3 to the cost of the

food supplementation program already in operation, and apparently

produced a decline frrm about 30% to about 10% in the proportion of

children served who were below 80% weight-for-age. If we assume the

coat was $2 per family reached and $1 per child reached if two children

were helped in each family, and th:-c about 1/5 (30%-10%) of all

children served were saved from miLnutrition at the criterion chosen by

the'evaluators, the cost per additional case avoided was about $5.

(The cost oi the eduCation4.3upplement would Je about $250 per case

avoided.) A lower criterion of malnutrition, (e.g. 70%

weight-for-age) would obviously raise the cost per ca3e avoided

co,.:derably. A recognition that other children, besides thoae kept

above the 80%. level, would also have gained some nutritional benefit

from the education would lower the cost per child helped.

The Indonesian Nut0rition Education project estimated its recurring

costs at about $100,000 per year (Griffith3, 1983). With 50,000

children in the program, the cost per child was about $2. At eighteen
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months of age, approximately 17% of the children in the Nutrition

Education program were below .75% weight-ror-ags, Among comparison

children about 33% were belzoi that criterion (Zeitlin, 1.984). Thu3

about 165 (33%-17%) of all children avoided such malnutrition at the

75% criterion and the Cost per case of malnutrition avoided would be

about $12.

The Mass Media Health Practices project put the cote cf operating a

j.ara.lel program to the Honduran goverroent at around $125,000 per

year. (This includes Minlstry salaries and costs of operating the

project but excludes technical assistance [Smith, 1983]. The most

recent evaluation report suggested that some 85% of the target

population heard the OP.T related messages, or about 170,000 mothers.

Thirty percent report using the method, and if these reports are taken

at face value, the cost per adopter would be about $2.50. No data on

effectiveness vis-a-vis mortality or nutritional status charge is

availabW.e at this point (Institute for Communication R5s3arMh, 1983).

The Manotf Phillipines campaign in Iloilo had a potential 15,000

benericiaries (babies from 6-15 months old who might potentially.have.

oil added to their weaning food.! Non-experimental project costs were

estimated at about $50,000. About 5% of the audience reported adding

oil daily (if in minimal amounts). If there were 750 adopting children

(5% X 15,000) the cost per adopting child wouLd be about $20 (Zeitlin

and Formacion, 1981).
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Making sensible use of any of these estimates is a difficult business

(cf. Jamison et al, 1978). None oe the projects count the value of the

time of the participants in the educotional activity. But- a project

which takes a person away frca other productive tasks (to go to a

clinic for a class) has different financial implications from a project

which reaches audiences in their homes iad takes minimal time from

other activities.

Also Most Of the projects .o- which cost estimates are available have

had large foreign assistance components. A tendency to discount those

costs as not representative of what suc$'h an operational project would

cost is understandable. Nonetheless, if those investment: are relevant

to the SUCCCeS of a program, they need to be amortized and included in

long term cost estinaten. Similarly start up costs, including training

of perscianel and baseline research, may not be treated the same ia all

projects. If they represent capital expenditures whose benefits will

not be played out for a number of years they also have to be amortized

properly. Thus for the Manoff Philipp. es campaign it was at least

possible to maka use of available materlals for other areas of the

Philippines and in subsequent years in Iloilo at much lower cost per

person reachea than their use in the pilot year. Unfortunately the

co!it estimates available come from the early years of projects and long

term benerits have not been estimated making the association of costs

and benerits problesatic.

There is also some tendency to focus on costs that governments have to

pay and ignore other costs. The Indonesian Nutrition Education program
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reliea on the donation of 13 hours per month of village volunteers, one-

per 10 families in the program. The monetary value of their labor Was

not a cost to the goverment, &rl the previous estimate of costs for

this-project ignores this component. Nonethelbz!s, they represent the

largest portion of person-hours spent in the project, and if the cost

of their participation i3 lost to c0st estimates It is misleading. The

appearance of comparable costs between the Indonesian and Mass Media

Health Practices Project is only tenable if costa to governments are at

issue.

In sum, cost effectiveness estimates are not easy to put forward with

;jny co 1. idence. Effectiveness criteria vary widely, as do estimates of

what is or is not to be included in estimating costs. One could

imagine cost estimates one-tenth as large or ten times as large as the

ones reported above offered with equal credibility. While some more

stab41ity can come from more exacting estimates as they are reported by

the incomplete Indonesia and Mass-Media Health Practices evaluations,

even those will be ambiguous since they will be estimates of short term

returns on investments with a long term (but unspecified) benefit.
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PART THREE: THE DIFFICULT ISSUES AND NEXT STEPS

Restatement of FindiMgs

In the beginrang of this review we asked three que3tionn: What1i3 the

potentia± for educational interventions? Do such intervention3 as have

been evaluated have any wortwihile consequences? And, is it poasible

to extend effective prograsming on a large scale? It is probably an

optimistlc note that .or one of these questions, tho second, we can

generate a satisfactory and positive answer.

Despite a lengthy rev'ew of potential areas of educational

intervention, rew nutritional behaviors can be described as

unequivocally open or Qlosed to education. Knowledge of the

determinants of particular practices is thin, although perhaps a

current groundswell Of research in ome- of these areas will remedy this

situation (cf. Infant Feeding Consortium, 1983). Houever, there is no

particular reason to believe that such determinants generalize across

cultures or ot.her dlrferentiating circumstances.
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Most authors seem to beUleve that aggregate household nutritional.

status is largely closed to non-income intervention and that

intra-household food distribution and inequity of nutritional status is

open to such interventions. But that consensus may reflect less

unchallengable research than one might like. Nonetheless most projects

seem to act on these aSsuuptions3 emphasizing breastfeeding, the

feecing of weaning age children, diarrheal treatment, e.nd special diets

for pregnant. and la,.'.ating womev- with some adding activities to

Improve the balanco of meals and sanitary practices. That is just as

well since the best evidence for the openness of these behaviors to

educational intevventions is likely to come from evaluations of these

interventions, rather than from basic reseaicn on determinants.

Indeec while the great majority of nutrition education is unevaluated,

and apparently (and probably reasonably). assumed So be ineffective,

Lhere are a f:*- projects which show substantial effects on behavior and

nutritional status. Education in company with food supplements in

Morocco produces greater nutriWional status change than does

supplementation one. In Micronesia, social marketing of coconut milk

as a substitute for imported drinks led to widespread Lbhavior change.

In Indonesia, nutrition education by village volunteers, supported by

racio Rna action posters, produced a noticeable improvement in

nutritional status. Media-based projects in the Philippines, Tanzania

and recently in Honduras and The Gambia have reached large audiences

who display new knowledge and changed attitudes and report some

practice change. For the last two projects it may be that

nutritionally significant change is occurring as well.
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In pointing to successful projects, one carnot suggent that they are

representative, or that they show that nutrition education can be done

on a large scale, as rout-.ne pr2stice, or etfectively when measured

against nutritional status. The tension between reaching large

audiences, which media-based programs can do, and producing

nutritionally significant behavier change, which pilot outreach

projects have been able to do, remains as the central problem of

nutrition education.

Tho large scale expansion of face-to-face outreach projects remains

rundamentally problemat.c. Recruiting and tra-Ining and supervising the

necessary field workers is likely to be a huge task. Paying thus ±n

cash and/or providing them with suifficient incentives to keep then

working effectively over the long haul will be expensive and difficult.

Agricultural institutions, with a long history of building extension

systems, and with much larger budgets, have rarely succeeded in

reaching the poorest farmers or in changing their pra'2tices.

(cf. Orivel, 1981; Hornik, 1982). Optimism about the probability of

the health system (or a nutrition subelement) achieving that end must

ha limited. Few countries will be able to muster the absolute budgets,

the management skill, and the long haul enthusiasm that will be

requ'red. Nonetheles3, building on extended health systems, where they

do reach the pcorly nourished and have a preventive as well as a

curative mission, will surely be welcome.

Perhaps the only way that face-to-face nutrition education will be

reallzed effectively on a large scale will be if communities take
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administrative and financial responsibility for such prograu on their

own, depending as little as possible on help from outside. If a

community is paying for a service, they will take full %dvantage of it.

It appears that education can bring about change, and that the relevant

educational concepts are well within tho grasp of at least some memoers

of each cocmunity. Tboortstically, locally operated education is

feasible. If limited equipment (e.g. weighing scales) and training

were available from outaide and sought by the community, effective

nutrition education might be realized autonomously,

The fundamental constraint would be the willingness of and feasibility

for a particular community to organize. In some cultures shared

communal responsibility will be accepted. with little outside stimulus.

In other cultures it is less likely to >;,ear.

The alternative route Popears to be to rely essentially on mass

media-based programs, complemented when it is feasible by specif:;c

sace-to-face and other support activities. The central probleru of

media-basea programs will be their tendency to m come dissociated.from

what goes on in the field. A radio program takes up the same broadcast

time, and may sound the same to the city-based ear, whether or not it

is basec on any close link with the field. Yet effectivenesL of radii

programs which are producer's products and noc educator's products is

likoly to be a matter of.chance. The core li-1cage is between prior

investigation, instructional design, pretesting, intelligence from the

audience, and responsive readjustment of messages.
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Stressing initructional do8ign and field research in media-based

autrition education hau major implications for cost. Budgeting for

field accivities and for instructional design as well as for actual

production and the pur-hase of media time may uot be easily accepted.

Absolute budgets directly allocated to nutrition education will be much

higher than is custoMary even it Lost per client reached effectively is

..ikely to be lover. The Mass M3dia Health Practices program, wven

without it-s technicL! assistance component, cost $125,000 annually

although the cost per 3e!`-reported adopter of ORT in Honduras was only

$2.50. Yet without these relatively high central costs (for broadcast

time, for materiala preparation, fo:- field data collection) effective

nutrition education is not likely to be achieved.

Other questions about the usefulness of the Mass mcdia remain open.

Some argue that media are likely to affect superficial knowledge or

practices, but not affect behaviors which are more complex or important

for an individual (cf. Roger3 with Shoemaker, 1971). They suggest

that the personal support of a trusted friend, given face-to-face, is

necessary for change in most circumstances. However an alternative

view may be plausible also. If people are actively seekin' solutiona

for protlems they will make use Of any sc:i;-e which responds tc their

needs; if they are cot anxious to change, face-to-face persuasion will

be no more effective than mediated communication. If media-based

programs have been ineffective, it does not reflect an intrinsic

weakness but the scarcity of programs whichi have used media well.

There is no evidence that sophisticated media-based programs cannot

work.
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Another objection to mass media-based programs is a tear that much

nutrition education content is too complex to broadcast. People only

give fleeting attention to radio, it is said, and cannot iearn complex

material. Also it may be argued that people have shP.-'pLy varying

needs; trying to address a heterogeneoos population with a single set

of broadcasts ignores real d'fferences in prior kncNledge, in personal

circumstances and in possibility for change.

Both of these concerns deserve some weight. Nonetheless there is now a

good deal of e-rperier5.e vith curriculum development and programming for

racio; it suggests that quite complex messages can be broddcast and

that a substantial range of the intenced audience will be able to take

advantage of the information. The Basic Village Education program,

which provided agricultural information in Guatemala (Academy for

Educational Development, 1978), Whe Radio Mathematics project which

taught primary school students, (Fiiend et al, 1980) and the Mass Media

Health Practices projects described previously, all were successful in

teaching complex material via radio to intended audiences.

Despite potential lim-tations, a serious look at media-based education

can be justified . It may be the only realistic strategy. Any system

which renuces the political, financial, and most of all logistical

complexities cn which projects so often founder is wort3 a major- trial.

There is a great deal of logic and some evidence that linking nutrition

education with other resource changes is promising. The logic is that

whenever the old rules do not work optimally, people are likely to be
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open to e iformaticn that alloWs theM 'o adapt. Supplemental food

3uppl.oa allow different fediLag patterns; education can enable

consumara to make optiuzm choices. Newly available food3, or now

pricea for previously c-onsumed foods may, aimilarly, allow dietary

change. Education can case the transitloa.

Another set of linkages, also-often recommended, is perhaps not so easy

to support. The logic is straightforward. The agriculture extension

agents are already in the field; it 13 Wa.tefUl to have single purpose

agants; development is m..ltifaceted; focusing on only oDe problem

risks exacerbating others and is parochial; why not bt)4ld on what

extension agenta do, and have them become nutrition agents?

Nonetbeless, as a practical matter, linkages with other agencies'

activities are not likely to work.

Agricultural extv.--cn agents rarely get to the poorest fraMers, and by

definiticn ±grore laZ:411ss laborers. Yet those tbwo groups are among

the Most malnourished. Women are rarely a direet audien - fo them.

Extension agents in sore sophlsticated systeULs, like the Ben Or

Training and Visit sytem, are fully loaded with apecific ;ricultlaral

tasks and Would res±st taking on rol63 as multi-purpose agents. While

backyard gardens and the raising of =all antmals for protein may fall

more directly in their purview, it may be ;. ealistic to expect agents

to take these tasks on. In any case they are rarely the primary

practices reconmended in nutrition education programs. As appealing as

linkage with another, r3o); aector's activities may be, it does not

seem that it promises greau. probability of success.
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Next Steps for Implementatlon and Research

Finally, what are appropriate next stops for people concerned with

nutrition educati.on. First how should a national planner considering

strategies for ecabatting malnutrition locvc on nutrition education?

The first thing to do is to stop looking at nutritlan education as it

has traditionally teen looked at -- as a mlncr activity involving a few

posters and irregular clinic-based advising and run out of a basement

office in the -inistry of Health with no buaget or statua. If i1 is to

be worthwhile at all, significant goals of behavio- chango for large

audiences need to be adopted, and budgets and personnel commensurate

with those tasks need to be allocated. A planner needs to choose

something serious to do and then ask whether nutrition educstion is a

roLpetitive strategy for accompliehing that goal; he or she oght not

be asking vhat improved consequence can be achieved w4thin current

minimum budgets. The anawer is likely to be very llttle. If it is

politically unreal istic to expect larger budgets for nutrition

education it is substantively unrealistic to expect worthwhile

cons,quences.

The next issue iz to ask whether nutrition education, no matter how

effectiv'Yly imolenented, is li'cely to a.? ect a particular nutritional

concern. In some ca3es, diagnostic information will eliminate

education as a useful scrategy, If wittkrawing the breast during an

episode of diarrhe,: is ra;e in a particular cuclure, or occurs because
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of sick chilldrens' lack or appetite abd despite nothers' attemptA to

feeOd thes, it is not likely to be an appropriate target for nutrition

education.

If econoamiu circumstance pi'ecludes practice change, or a recomended

change is llkely to produee minimal nutritional status change, there

may be little point in addressing it with education. Water boiling,

both because or the demands it makes for fuel ard time and because it

may have little effect on infection in the face of ro many other

environmental sources of infection, is an example on both counts.

Assume that lack or knowledge remains a possible cause of poor practice

in a g±ven culture. The next step is to find evidence &bout other

educetional efforts. Since relatively few projects have been

evaluated, and even fewer have done education as well aa it might be

done this will be a limited resource. Nonetheless reviews such as this

one may suggest sowe promising areas and some areas to avoid.

Next come questions about what is feasible with regard to eductitign.

What field structures are in place and reaching the target audience?

Is there a saturated ne;work of distribution points for products? How

far do agents who sig±t take part in an active educational network

reach? What incentives are likely to encourage effective delivery of

education? Can backup training and supervision be Implemented? Is

there a network of agents who would be able to be part of a passive

educational systom, even if expecting effective and active outreach is
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unrealistil? What proportion or the audience can be reached by radio,

given language and ownership issues?

Ihat level of community responsibility for nutritional improvement is

llkely to be activated. Is there a reasonable poassbility of local and

autonomous management of education-ba3ea change?

Given experience su3marized in thia monograph, the answers to these

qt:estions are likely to lead away frmi face-to-face active outreach

e(iucatlon sy3teMs. That is particul.arly likely to be the case if one

has to build a networic frcm scratch, or depend on people whose salaries

are paid by other bureaueracies, and if communities cannot be expected

to take long term financial and administrative responsibilitly tor local

activity.

Answers are likely to lead either to aome skepticism about the

viability of educational strategies altogether because they are so

difficult to implement, or to the construction of media-basea. education

systems. They promise audience reach, logistic feasibility, and at

least a reasonable potential '.or succe

Such systems prooably need to assume that people are open to change an1

are looting for solutions to problems they currently or eould easily

recognize. The problem for media-basec systems 13 to find appropriate

educatioral messages. reflecting solutions that fit with the lives and

prexerences of audiauces, and then to communicate them clearly 8o that

they permit action. The issue 1i developing not cosmetic broadcasts
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which give only Ihe appearance of action, but tying media messagls to

knowledge of audiencel'. Broadcasts linked to concommitant reso-jrce cr

environmental change are particularly promising and Such links may be

crucial for some areas of practice change.

Under current circumstances national planners are best advised to be

wary of face-to-face outrearh education on grounds of feasibility, and

may find media-based systems promising. For those in the business of

developing yet more inforrnd judgements about the utility of nutrition

educatton, five specific research activities may produce some return.

1) Look to see what actually goes on in conventional programs. What

little money goes Into nutrition education in many countries may be

located in such programs. I1 it pcssible to build an effectfve program

on the basis of what is already done, or is .he structure fundamentally

inappropriate, as has been assumed in this review? Tbs" te.idency to

start anew, while understandable raises difficult. issues with regard

to long term survival. Buildiag on existing programs, while it risks

opposition from an entrenched bureaucracy, may be an easier

administrative route.

2) Look at the Indonesia, Nutrition Education program over the long

term. Does the volunteerism continue to work and expand? Is it

possible that ever if the number of volunteer hours declines, that the

new practices have taken hold and will diffuse in the ccmmunity? Or on

the contrary, does the atrophy of voluntary participation mean that

even those who improved during the experimental year will backslide?
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The latter is whst the Candelar.a evaluation suggeats will occur. Long

term cbs-arvat-on eav also provide tfurther informration about the

possibi'ity of face-to-face outreach on a routine, large scale.

3) Media-based p'ojects deserve further tests. Field-based programs

which emphasize instructional design may be the only way to do

large-scale nutrition education in many countries. They may not be as

effective Ls well-done face-to-faoe outreach, but they may be

l1gistically feasible :%nd thua the only game in town.

4) For both media-based and face-to-face projects, development of

methods for the "s:ess3ent of nutritional problems, for the pretesting

of messages, for gaining constant intelligence about audience response

and change would be a helpful activity. The need for precision,

representatl.veness3, nsight, and, at the same momenz, timeliness and low

cost maKe the methodological problems significant. They are increased

if the staff of projects lack sophisticated methodological skills.

5) Nutrition education would be well-served by a far more rigorous cost

and fi;iancing study than has been incorporated in these pages.

Uncovering hidden costs, appropriately amortizing technical a3ssitance

and cther capital expenditures, def'ning comparable measures of

effectiveness, correctly indicating where financial burdens lie and

presenting 6he absolute budgets likely to be part of a fully operating

budget would surely help decision-making. Such information is not now

available across a range of nutrition education approaches.
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Endnotea

1. The term 'nutrition education' is used throughout this monograph
beacause it sa the cuJstomary term Nonetheless, currently, this field
incorporates fav more than the usual notions of nutrition educatton.
Readers of early drafts have suggested nutrition communication, or
nutrition marketing as more appropriate terms to reflect the wide range
of information programs meant to influence nutritional status.

Z. This positioZI is not universally accepted, however. Behr'man and
Wolfe (1984) organize some confounding evidence, both from their own
work in Nicaragua and from otherst studies. They find that for some
countries and some poorly nourished groups, for each 10% increase in
income there is less than a 41 increase in energy (and other izutrient)
con3umption. In Nicaragua they found less than 1% increase in calorie
consumption with a 10% increase in income.

They hypothesize that *even in a population with substantial
malnutrition.., this pattern may reflect ... concern ... with taste,
convenience, stattv' conferral and time intinsity -- as income
increases."

They are skeptical cf the impact of increasing income in reducing
mainutr-tion. By implication tbey sug,jest that improvements in
nutritional status for many are possible within current resources and
that edu.cationai interventions may hold promise. They explicitly cite
eormal educational background as an important predictor of nutrient
consumption.

These results are controversial and remain undeveloped with re.gard to
specific nutrition educational implications. They have not been
incorporated in the main argument of the monograph. However i.^ they
are conrirmed, they may open substantial opportunities for educational
interventions now viewed us closed by most observors.

3. Evidence for the association between mild and moderaze malnutriticn
and Intellectual capacity on which this hypothesis lies is by no means
unequivocal. Certainly height predicts achievement (cf. Balderston et
al, 1981) and one form of malnutrition is defined by i.e±ght-for-age
(cf. Griffiths, 1981). However whether those height/malnutritton and
height/achievement correlations are sufficient grounds for a causal
inference abeut the effects of malnutrition on achievement or
intellectual capacity is an open question. (Haticht, 1983).

4. As a side istue, it may be worth noting that zuc,h informal
investigations may rn^e always pr.duce par'allel results to more formal
surveys. One striking examnle comes from the comparison of one result
from the developmental investigation and a parallel result from the
baseline survey for the evaluation of the MffHP Honduras Project, The
developmental investigation suggested that "the expected extent of
purging behavior did not show up" (p. 5), but the ,I seline survty
suggested that as much as 70% ot the population may tave been purging
during diarrheal episodes. [FocLe, 1983]
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